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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to describe Tennessee higher education leaders'
perceptions of accountability policies and programs. Perspectives of fifteen higher
education leaders from six public colleges and universities throughout Tennessee were
collected in one-on-one personal interviews over a three-month period. Both presidents
and chief academic officers from three universities and three community colleges were
included in the study.
While the leaders concurred that accountability is an essential and premier policy
within the higher education structure, there was a general dissatisfaction expressed with
current accountability policies and programs. Findings revealed that almost all of the
leaders ihterviewed were particularly discontented with the state performance funding
program, heralded by many authors as an example of Tennessee's pioneering efforts in
the assessment and accountability arenas. Leaders also expressed concerns related to
other accountability policies including program reviews, report cards, and specialty
accreditation.
Recommendations for revision and revamping of several policies were shared by
those interviewed. There was a general sense of optimism about ongoing work within the
state related to new accountability policies and also related to upcoming regional
accreditation changes.
Recommendations for further study are provided. This study was one of three
concurrent studies designed to examine the perspectives of key stakeholder groups within
Tennessee.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

"The day has arrived for most, and soon will for the rest, to explain their practices
in a context that stakeholders will be likely to support; the alternative is to face an
increasingly unwinnable challenge" (Lyons, McIntosh, Kysilka, 2003, p.2). As Gaither
( 1995) writes, there is no turning back on the road to accountability; the trend is clear and
irreversible as it intensifies around us. No longer will policymakers allow voluntary
compliance; higher education is confronted with centralized state and federal mandates.
But most importantly, the face of accountability has changed. The new accountability is
"based on demonstrable return on investment ... with educational results . . . at center
stage" (Ewell, 1994, pg. 25). Indeed, the rules of the accountability game have changed,
as well as the ground on which it must be played. Higher education is not grappling
simply with relooking at the concept of quality. The "new" accountability is equally
concerned with access, efficiency, and quality (Ewell, 1993). The present environment in
which higher education finds itself requires dealing with a public that is undergoing a
period of unprecedented restlessness in the arenas of accountability and student
assessment (Ewell, 2002). Consequently, American higher education finds itself
increasingly challenged by intense questions related to accountability: to whom should
higher education be accountable, and who will prescribe the standards by which it will be
measured?
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Higher education's compact with society
Historically, the relationship between higher education and society has been
based on a long-standing compact of mutual trust and respect (Newman, 2003; Wellman,
2001). As Newman and Couturier (2002) state:
Until the last decade, a powerful, albeit tacit, partnership existed between higher
education and the American people. That partnership assured higher education of
respect, trust, academic freedom, exemption from taxes, and financial support. It
gradually broadened over the years with the addition of policies such as the
federal Land Grant College Act and the GI Bill of Rights, as well as the state
expansion of community colleges (para 13).
This unique partnership has existed since the beginnings of post-secondary education
and has evolved into a privileged position for higher education unequaled by any other
public institution, a special status that has helped to maintain a remarkable stability
unique to the academy (Brubacher & Rudy, 1999; Newman, 2000). Traditionally, higher
education has entertained a certain aloofness due to its status as a sanctuary and was
allowed to self-regulate while thriving on the privacy that this autonomy provided
(Berdahl & McConnell, 1999).
In the last two decades, this compact, which has weathered many storms over the
past three hundred years, has come under attack. Threats seem to be appearing from all
comers in critiques that have rocked the very foundation on which higher education is
built. Cries such as Lovett' s "cracks in the bedrock" (2002, pg.11), have not been
uncommon as she describes the ongoing threats that may destroy the very foundation of
higher education and questions whether American higher education is about to topple
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from its throne as the number one system in the world. Others, like Honan (1998)
characterize the current atmosphere as one in which the ivory tower is under siege, and he
expresses concern related to the ongoing bashing of faculty, as if open hunting season
had been declared on faculty. As Breneman (1995) states, there should be no doubt about
higher education's fall from grace. He pointedly links the many years of shrill public
criticism throughout the academic and public press to the unprecedented financial crisis
in higher education and to unanswered questions about accountability. In spite of higher
education's long-lasting compact and the recent movement to position postsecondary
education within the reach of virtually every American (Cohen & Brawer, 1996), critics
now claim that the general public has a sense that higher education disdains current cries
for accountability (Archibald, 2003). Consequently, there may indeed be an ever
widening gap between what society wants from higher education and what its structure is
providing (Barr & Tagg, 1995).
What factors have led to this climate of mistrust and damage to the long-standing
compact between society and education? What has brought about this current crisis of
confidence (Eckel & Kezar, 2003) in one of society's most respected institutions? Sadly,
the current wave of criticism comes not only from outside the academy but also from
within (Freed & Klugman, 1997; Postman, 1995; Peters, 1994) and has been described
by Burd (2003) as the highest level of mistrust higher education has ever experienced.
During the mid 1980s, the number of critiques and exposes reporting improprieties
increased markedly and continued well into the 1990s (Frost, Heam, & Marine, 1997)
and included the best-selling The Closing ofthe American Mind by Bloom (1987); Sykes'
Profscam (1988); and Smith's Killing the Spirit (1990). Within these and numerous other
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provocative and critical writings, higher education was charged with multiple
inadequacies and lack of accountability (Trow, 1998). To compound matters, narratives
exposing major flaws in the operational side of many institutions appeared in the public
press (Mahtesian, 1995), often partnered with scandalous reports of unethical behaviors
by administrators, faculty, and staff members (Bogue & Aper, 2000). Certainly, the
publicized reports of the mismanagement of both tax dollars and privately and publicly
funded research dollars only perpetuated the widening rift in the trust relationship
between society and education (Harbour, 2003). The bashing of the academy "included
claims that universities and colleges were arrogant, self indulgent, and nonresponsive to
society's needs (Rhodes, 1998). Higher education was even charged with being the
biggest disappointment of the 20th century (Curtler, 2001), while its presidents and
administrators were characterized as having lost their integrity (Ewell, 2003) and being
unprepared for the bleak realities that higher education is facing over the next decade.
Concurrent with the tide of criticism, national reports documented decreasing
graduation rates and declining GRE scores (Freed & Klugman, 1997), commonly cited
outcomes measures. Higher education's reputation took another damaging blow when
publications appeared citing the lack of productivity in faculty members by highlighting
the trend of reduced teaching loads and infrequent contact between professors and
undergraduate students. Certainly, higher education suffered a devastating blow to its
reputation as authors queried whether our educational system was caught not only in a
crisis of confidence but also a crisis of values (Leslie & Fretwell, 1996). Along with the
numerous criticisms, came questions that struck at the very heart of our hallowed
institutions. From within the academy, more than one author queried about higher
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education losing its focus as others posed the question of whether students even mattered
to higher education administrators. Surprisingly, the barb that tended to sting most was
the demand to know what students were learning and why higher education could not
demonstrate its contributions in a manner that the public could easily comprehend
(Boggs, 1999; Kuh, 2001; Zumeta, 2000). More than one author speculated whether or
not higher education would be able to reclaim the public trust that it seemed to have lost
so resoundingly amidst this "firestorm of criticism" (Bok, 1992, p.13) and whether higher
education could reclaim its soul and cease the drift away from core missions and ideals
(Chickering, 2003).
Demands on higher education
Finances
While higher education might possibly have survived the storm of criticism and
emerged with only a few battle scars, the changes that occurred in available
appropriations and funding during the 1990s served to escalate an already crisis-like
situation in many states. As state legislatures struggled to meet the budgetary demands of
their respective social programs, higher education found itself increasingly susceptible to
funding cuts occurring in the majority of states as policymakers attempted to balance
budgets (Arnone, 2002; Breneman, 1995). Historically, post-secondary education had
survived recession-related funding cycles during the 1970s and 1980s only to find that
the disproportionate cuts in the last decade were creating a downward spiral unlike
previous funding fluctuations (Arnone, Hebel, & Schmidt, 2003; Davies, 2003; Selingo,
2003). By 2001, forty-three states were reporting deficits in resources, presenting very
real threats to higher education's stability and creating an environment that
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prognosticators termed bleak and dire (Zumeta, 2002; Zumeta, 2003; Chronicle Almanac
2003-2004). Indeed, the strained fiscal condition in many institutions may deteriorate into
a situation in which funding will pose the greatest challenge higher education
administrators have ever confronted. Indeed, funding may place administrators in a
precarious position as institutions struggle to effectively fulfill their public mission with
limited resources (Arnone, Hebel, & Schmidt, 2003; Evelyn, 2003; Zemsky, 2003). As
Hossler and his fellow researchers report in a recent study of state funding in higher
education:
A number of significant trends have converged which place extreme demands on
states to meet the funding needs for higher education. The most significant of
these trends include: competing demands for state funds, declining federal
commitment to student financial aid, sluggish state economies, declines in
disposable family income, and increased demand for postsecondary education
(Hossler, Lund, Ramin, Westfall, & Irish, 1997, pg. 161).
Indeed, higher education administrators find themselves facing an uncertain
economic future. The situation was especially urgent in community colleges, which often
bear the brunt of state funding cuts (Hebel, 2003). Typically,_ two-year colleges rely
more heavily on state appropriations and tend to serve the neediest students in
comparison to their four-year sister institutions The funding situation is so severe in
some states that national two-year higher education leaders recently described the
ongoing cuts in state revenues as a significant threat to their community colleges' core
values (Evelyn, 2003).
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Marketplace
As higher education leaders struggled with the loss in appropriations and various
other funding crises, a new challenge appeared on the horizon. Precipitously, new
marketplace pressures emerged and increasing demands were placed on post-secondary
education, which delineated expectations for the academy's graduates. Pressure from the
marketplace began escalating in the early 90s and continues to rise in the current
economy (Vidovich & Slee, 2001). According to Newman, higher education has become
more central to the performance of the economy and the development of the community
(2003). Not to be ignored, employers have become a visible and powerful force and are
demanding a greater voice in higher education policy (Ewell, 2002). Newman and
Couturier (2001) liken the intrusion of the marketplace into higher education to an
invasion while others have expressed concern that higher education leaders are not
prepared to deal with the intensely competitive nature of market forces (lmmerwahr,
2002). As Newman and Couturier (2001) describe the current climate:
For the first time in any of our memories, higher education is undergoing a
transformation powerful enough to change the basic way universities and colleges
operate. Driven by new and compelling forces, the American system of higher
education is becoming more intensely competitive. Neither the university or
college leaders who run the institutions, nor the governmental leaders who set the
system's policies, are ready for the changes ahead (pg. 1)
Not only are employers conveying their expectations of graduates' competencies
related to their field of study, but also demanding that today's graduates possess an array
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of technical skills. Over the past decade, higher education has become a priority for
business and political leaders around the world (Lignenfelter, 2001). The importance of a
college degree has never been higher as emphasized by the New Jersey Commission on
Higher Education:
Higher education in New Jersey is central to the future of the state, expanding
opportunities for all its citizens, supporting economic growth, building
community civic commitment, and addressing critical societal needs (2002, pg.3).
In fact, "the prospects - economic, civic, and social - of individuals,
communities, states, and nations depend as never before on the availability and
effectiveness of education and training beyond high school" (National Center for Public
Policy and Higher Education, 2002), yet, another demand for accountability on higher
education (Callan & Finney, 2002). Not surprisingly, experts predict that stakes will
continue to rise over the next decade and with the increased pressure will come matching
increases in demands for accountability and performance on our public institutions
(Lingenfelter, 2003).
Enrollment
As if the funding crisis and marketplace demands were not sufficient stressors
for educational leaders to contend with, the number of high school graduates is expected
to grow over the next two decades compounding admissions issues for our public
institutions (Breneman, 1995; Zumeta, 2001). As Callan (2002) writes in a recent report
from the National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education: the "third great wave
of college enrollments" poses a "significant challenge to higher education. It will require
extraordinary effort for colleges and universities to meet the needs of these students, the
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most ethnically heterogeneous" (pg. 5) ever to appear on our colleges' doorsteps and less
prepared for college level work than any previously admitted class. The new enrollees
will also include a greater proportion of low-income and underrepresented ethnic groups
in comparison to previous surges in enrollment over the past four decades, posing a
unique demand for administrators struggling to provide greater access with less funding.
The call for accountability
The accountability movement
The early 1980s brought about the first of several national reports alluding to the
lack of accountability in the US educational system. One of the earlier reports focusing
on K-12, A Nation At Risk, published by an independently appointed group (National
Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983) offered a look into current educational
policies and procedures and may have opened the door into the accountability arena for
many stakeholders (Holton, 2003). Since that time, the number of reports has increased
in proportion to the level of criticism about the lack of accountability in post-secondary
education. Within the past three years, two national reports, Measuring Up 2000 and
Measuring Up 2002 have been published as a federally appointed commission's attempts

to grade higher education state-by-state in a format much like elementary school report
cards. Sadly, the reports have done little to alleviate the questions related to
accountability as higher education barely managed an "I" or incomplete in terms of
assessment (National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education, 2000 & 2002;
Shavelson & Huang, 2003). Over the last five years, higher education has not faired well
in other national reports, especially in terms of effectiveness (Flowers, Osterlind,
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Pascarella, & Pierson, 2001 ), leaving both external and internal stakeholders with
unanswered questions related to accountability.
In the late 80s and early 90s, questions related to higher education's
accountability practices and policies appeared with greater frequency in state legislatures.
Not surprisingly, legislators began to lead the charge that higher education lacked quality
and accountability (Morgan, 2003); questions began to be asked that had not been raised
previously by state policymakers (Heaney, 1 990; Mahtesian, 1 995). One by one, states
passed laws with specific goals and accountability measures for public institutions as
lawmakers began seeking ways to hold colleges accountable for their graduates'
performance (Burd, 2003). State policy initiatives grew not only in number but also in
sophistication during the early 1 990s, becoming a "standard feature of the higher
education landscape .. .accountability is necessary for preserving the compact between
higher education and society" (Wellman, 2001 , p 47). No longer could higher education
argue that its self-policing would suffice, as statewide models of accountability became
the norm. By 2001 , thirty-nine states were using periodic reporting on identified
performance measures, a significant increase from the number utilizing mandatory
reporting only two years earlier further signaling the emphasis and attention being given
to accountability measures. Increasingly, state policymakers shifted their focus to higher
education and demanded accountability for higher education's use of taxpayer dollars
(Burd, 2002; Schmidt, 2002). The "inescapable reality" seemed to be that there would be
no more "blank checks for higher education," (Boggs, 1 999, pg.4). In an unprecedented
move, state legislators in Arizona extended their reach far into the once sacred arena of
higher education by passing laws requiring a minimum standard for faculty productivity,
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a policy boundary that many thought would never be crossed (Massy & Wilger, 1995;
AAHE, 2000). Additionally, policymakers from several states initiated requirements for
annual reporting from public institutions focused on specific accountability measures as
defined by prescribed standards and criteria including benchmarks related to student
outcomes; this movement was soon evident by the number of reports that began to appear
bearing accountability in their title and professing common elements of accountability
measures from a variety of states and public higher education systems (Mize, 1999;
Connecticut State Department of Higher Education, 2000).
As the new millennium dawned, higher education found itself at a turning point in
terms of accountability, and the atmosphere has become more tumultuous. The multiple
stakeholders' demands for accou�tability have continued to escalate, and Ewell (2003)
reminds us that higher education must face its bleak realities. Accountability is not a
passing management fad or wholesale invention (Birnbaum, 2000; Wellman, 2001) to
satisfy a restless public. Despite claims by some naysayers of accountability as the latest
or newest mantra that would soon pass, educational leaders are stepping forward to
acknowledge the accountability movement and call the academy to action (Gaither, 1995;
Berdahl & McConnell, 1999). Authors Burke and Modarresi (2000) describe the shift in
the paradigm of accountability since the 80s. From their perspective accountability is no
longer a choice for public higher education; it is simply a challenge to be met. In fact,
"the real question with accountability . . . is not whether, but for what and how" (pg. 433).
Additionally, the accountability movement that we are currently experiencing is different
from the early wave of assessment and quality; today's demands for and rules of
accountability have changed (Ewell, 1994; Holyer, 1998) and higher education must
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respond and respond in a manner that answers the questions being raised (Alexander,
2000). The demands for answers will not abate but may become more pointed and will
most likely have a refined focus on student outcomes as suggested by Holyer (1998) and
others who are inquiring of higher education leaders why they cannot determine how well
students are learning or why we have been unable to assess exactly what graduates have
learned during their post-secondary experience (Terenzini, 1989; Peterson & Einarson,
2001). From a recent statement by the American Federation of Teachers on
accountability in higher education, the authors provide this perspective:
The greatest shortcoming, in our view, is not what colleges do, but in how well
they explain what they are doing. Too many public colleges and universities fall
far short in making their objectives clear and concrete, in demystifying the
process by which they make decisions, and in sharing successes and shortcomings
with the public (2000, pg. 3).
Historically, higher education has depended on traditional forms of accountability
measures such as those provided by regional and specialized accreditation. Even though
accreditation has been accepted for decades as the primary instrument for determination
of quality and effectiveness, accrediting agencies have recently found themselves under
fire (Eaton, 2001). Critics have gone so far as to pose the question as to whether
accreditation will continue or face its own overhaul to meet stakeholders' expectations
(Eaton, 2003; Massy, 2003), most specifically the demands of legislators and federal
policymakers calling for more accountability from the various regional and specialized
agencies (Farrell, 2003; Morgan, 2002). Speaking to the attacks on accreditation and the
academy's response, Ewell ( 1994) states the "traditional systems of self-regulation are in
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disarray . . . and the academy's response . . . has followed a predictable pattern"
consisting of "high-toned rhetorical protesting and behind-the-scenes . . . counterattacks,"
which are not productive and tend to keep the academy in the realm of public relations
versus performance (pg. 24).
Increasing demands of stakeholders, decreasing funding, escalating charges of
mismanagement, struggles with assessment of learning, and attacks on traditional forms
of accountability . . . truly, higher education seems to be in an impossible situation -
quite a quagmire it seems. However, the situation may be even direr for higher education
in the near future. This year the impeding re-authorization has drawn higher education
under the microscope of Congress after several years of focus on K-1 2 education
(McKeon, 2003; Borrego, Brainard, Morgan, & Selingo, 2002); indeed, interest in the
academy has never been higher (Stedman, 2002). The re-authorization might have
passed quietly in the night if it were not for the shift in the current administration in
linking accountability as a requirement for funding (Burd, 2002). The question has been
raised of whether or not a scathing critique of higher education next year will bring votes
to either party. Will an attack on higher education have public appeal? If the present
administration decides that critiquing higher education does have vote value, higher
education's ride may be bumpier than K-1 2's over the last few years with the "No Child
Left Behind" movement (Burd, 2003; Farrell, 2003). A glimpse into the Department of
Education allows higher education administrators to see a forthcoming wave of enhanced
accountability measures (Burd, 2002; Burd, 2003). Adding his voice to the call for
accountability, the chair of the 21 st Century Subcommittee in the House has been quite
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vocal in his warning cries of new accountability measure with a hint of national standards
in the near future (Morgan, 2002).
Indeed, higher education seems to be caught in a paradox -- expectations have
. never been higher, and confidence has never been lower (Shapiro & Bowen, 1998). The
question becomes how higher education will respond. Will the academy teeter on the
brink or effectively demonstrate its value to a more informed public (Potter, 2003)? And
by what or whose standards will accountability be measured?
Accountability in Tennessee
In 1979, Tennessee became the first state to investigate and adopt an activist
agenda for accountability measures (Dill, Massy, Williams, & Cook, 1996). With a
primary purpose of tying state funds to institutional performance, the Tennessee Higher
Education Commission (THEC) initiated a performance-based funding project, directed
by Dr. Grady Bogue and financially supported in part by private grants. At that time, no
legislative mandate had been issued for assessment of higher education, so the resulting
policy was distinguished for its proactive approach to "forestall the imposition of
performance measures and assessments by political action" (Bogue, 2002, pg. 86). As a
result, Tennessee has been heralded as a leader for the past two decades in assessment
and cited for its development of the first performance based system (Gaither, Nedweek,
& Neal, 1994), which has been revised and re-authorized at regular intervals and remains
the most successful performance funding system in place today (Banta & Borden, 1994).
As reported in Tennessee's latest Condition ofHigher Education Report, accountability
has been the "central priority of THEC (Tennessee Higher Education Commission) from
its founding in the late 1960s," and "Tennessee continues to lead the way in developing
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responsible and reasonable accountability measures of higher education outcomes"
(THEC, 2003, pg. 4).
Because of its early pioneering endeavors and continued success in terms of
accountability measures, the system of higher education in Tennessee possesses the most
respected assessment driven funding system in the country. However, the climate in
Tennessee is increasingly turbulent for public higher education. For example, the
inability of the state to fully fund the appropriations formula for over ten years has lead
prognosticators to paint a dismally bleak financial future for post-secondary education
(Hebel, Morgan, Schmidt, & Selingo, 2002). Additionally, in the last Southern Regional
Educational Board's (SREB) study, Tennessee ranked the lowest of the sixteen states
within the region in funding per student and also held the distinction of having the largest
decline in state appropriations per student (SREB, 2001).
Unfortunately, the fiscal situation continues to deteriorate; in the last five years,
tuition and fees, the portion of costs paid by the student and family, have been driven
upward by increases of greater than ten percent in more than one annual funding cycle.
In 2003, these increases varied between fourteen and eighteen percent for all students
within the public system. Compounding the fiscal strain challenging higher education
leaders, institutions experienced a nine percent cut to appropriations during the 20022003 cycle, once again, receiving even less than the anticipated appropriations due each
institution based upon the state's funding formula. As 2003 came to a close, the
governor's office has alerted higher education administrators that the funding cuts are not
over and to anticipate an additional decrease in appropriations_ in the 2004-2005 academic
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year while simultaneously preparing for new enrollment highs due to the recently
implemented lottery scholarship program.
At the same time that tuition is rising and funding is decreasing, the state
legislators are placing new pressures on higher education to improve graduation rates.
Despite efforts in recent years to improve access and retention, Tennessee continues to
rank well below the national average for percentage of post-secondary educated adults
(THEC, 2000; SREB, 2001). Recently, public officials and higher education institutions
hosted public town hall-type meetings across the state in an effort to identify commonly
held expectations for all post-secondary education and training. The resulting report,
Defining Our Future, has lead to a statewide mandate to reduce credit hour requirements
for graduation (Tennessee Board of Regents, 2001) and streamline articulation among
state institutions. During the same time period, Tennessee experienced one of the worst
funding crises in the nation when public higher education institutions were shut down in
the middle of summer semester as a result of budget issues not being resolved by the
mandated deadline (Morgan, 2002; Chronicle Almanac 2002-03). Described as the worst
fiscal crisis for higher education in the history of the state, the outcome remains dreary
with no hope for recovery in sight due to the present tax system and escalating costs for
public assistance programs including indigent healthcare (Selingo, 2002).
Tennessee's Master Plan for Education for 2000-2005 (THEC, 2000)
acknowledges the challenges confronting higher education as well as the pressures that
will be ever present for higher education not only to produce more graduates in less time
but also to continue to be a leader in measuring the quality of that education. Writing as
the Executive Director for THEC, Rhoda states: "We are confident that through sustained
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state support and careful planning with a focus on performance outcomes and
accountability measures, the challenges can be met" (1999, p.1). Indeed, Tennessee's
fiscal crisis along with the historical and continuing focus on accountability offers the
researcher a ripe arena for studying the effectiveness and impact of state driven
accountability policies.
Higher education's response
Recently, higher education leaders ranked accountability as one of the top ten
issues they currently face (Hamilton, 2000). Responding to a survey conducted by the
State Higher Education Executive Officers (SHEEO), administrators identified
accountability as a pivotal issue for their administrations, listing it on the annual survey
continuously for the past twelve years (Lingenfelter, 2001). Struggling to meet the
escalating demands of all stakeholders -- students, parents, employers, legislators, donors,
community leaders -- college and university presidents are experiencing a challenge
posed to deliver efficient, effective educational services to an ever increasing number of
students in a turbulent financial environment (Fisher & Koch, 1996; Vaughan &
Weisman, 1998; Callan, 2002). At the same time, the agenda for many presidents has
become politicized to the point that Healy ( 1 996) declares higher education leaders are
being held hostage by lawmakers in many states.
How is a college president or chief academic officer to respond when the public
has a different agenda than that of his or her institution? Or when stakeholders are
critical of the lack of accountability? Higher education leaders are being criticized for
their lack of action in responding to market pressures and failure to deliver the public
mission. Presidents have been accused of being in a tug of war with the marketplace and
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in another with public policymakers, especially their respective legislators at both the
state and national level (Newman & Courturier, 2002). Additionally, Schmidt (2002)
accuses college leaders of being by-standers as the tension continues to escalate between
society's needs and the preparedness of the graduates exiting the higher education
system. The question has been posed, but not yet answered, of how presidents are
responding to this tension and if they feel that their role is conflicted when preserving the
self-interest of the institution places them in direct opposition to the public's demands for
accountability (Hebel, 2003).
One of the more serious charges against our current leaders comes in response to
the Measuring Up 2002 Report in which administrators are accused of being unwilling or
unprepared to enter into conversations with stakeholders about public policy as it relates
to higher education (Atwell & Wellman, 2002). Described as "hunkering down" during
the current call for accountability, Breneman (2002) questioned whether presidents are
truly as indifferent as they appear to be to the call for accountability since their primary
reaction has been to remain silent. Consequently, the presidents' lack of action has lead
to legislators and other external stakeholders making accountability decisions that impact
the very institutions they are charged with serving. (Atwell & Wellman, 2002; National
Center for Public Policy and Higher Education, 2002). What challenges are the
increasing calls for accountability presenting to our presidents and academic leaders and
are the rising demands for public accountability placing our leaders in conflict with their
deeply held academic values as Frost et al. (1997) suggests?
Responses to a recent Chronicle of Higher Education survey of external
stakeholders demonstrated the wide variety of roles that the respondents expected of our
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public higher educational system including giving students a strong foundation in general
education and job preparation as well as working to strengthen K-12 education. College
presidents are then faced with the dilemma of delivering these diverse expectations, and
to no one's surprise, are most often being asked to meet the ever-increasing demands to
do more, more, more with fewer resources (Hebel, 2003). The challenge then becomes
how our college and university leaders will determine whose accountability demands
they will place in priority. Given the opportunity, how would our higher education
leaders respond to the accusation that they are on a steady drift away from core ideals and
missions as suggested by Chickering (2003)?
Recent testimony by Frank Newman to Congress as part of the Futures Project
demonstrates the widening gap between legislators and public policymakers' views of
accountability as compared to a group of university presidents. Reporting on a series of
focus groups, first with state legislators and policymakers and then with university and
college presidents, he states: "While the political leaders were quite clear that these
problems are important, in fact critical, the presidents saw them as minor, small in
comparison to the more urgent problems of inadequate funding and overregulation"
(2003, p.3). He then goes on to accuse higher education of using the rhetoric/reality gap
in fending off criticism in relation to accountability.
While much is known about the current reporting of accountability measures,
apparent by the number of state and national reports being published, little is known
about the responses of our higher education leaders to accountability policies.
Interestingly, researchers have failed to examine accountability policies and practices
from the perspective of those most intimately involved in the development,
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administration, and evaluation of accountability policies. This lack of research creates a
deficit in our knowledge base related to the issue of accountability despite its importance
and significance to higher education at the current time. Quite simply, we know little
about our higher education leaders' perspectives as to the meaning, purpose and
effectiveness of accountability policies and practices. We have failed to examine this
issue from the perspective of those most intimately involved with accountability policy.
We know little about the effectiveness of accountability policies and practices from the
perspectives of those who in their daily lives strive to implement current policies within
their institutions and are held responsible by a multitude of stakeholders for their
institution's outcomes.
Previous research
From the literature, we know a great deal about the current state-mandated
accountability reporting. In reviewing recent reports by state higher education groups,
commissions, and individual institutions, one can easily find a number of reports
designed to inform stakeholders of individual institutional as well as overall state
performance. A good example of state-based accountability reporting is the South
Carolina Commission on Higher Education's annual report (2001 -2002). This particular
state now publishes its annual accountability report for all public institutions with the
espoused values of: "the importance of quality higher education, the accessibility of this
education to the citizens of the state, and the accountability of the institutions to their
students and the General Assembly" (pg. I ). Recently, authors Bogue and Hall (2003)
offered a synopsis of the changing trends related to accountability:
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1. The increased state regulation of higher education to include such heretofore
unregulated policies as curriculum, assessment, and faculty workload.
2. The growing number of states mandating some form of assessment and
testing.
3. The growing number of states having some form of consumer protection
regulation to protect their citizens against fraudulent private institutions.
4. The growing number of states requiring some form of performance indicator
reporting by campuses.
5. The number of states adopting and experimenting with some form of
performance funding/budgeting.
6. The ferment over the effectiveness and reform of accreditation.
7. The increased curiosity of boards of trustees with curricular issues and faculty
personnel issues such as tenure. ( pg.228)
Few actual studies have been completed that examine the effectiveness and
impact of the accountability measures that have either been voluntarily adopted by
institutions or mandated by state governments. In 1982, Bogue and Brown completed
one of the earliest studies of accountability linked to performance funding. Presented by
these two key designers of the performance-based policy, the study of Tennessee's pilot
project examined the impact of the newly developed accountability policy on each public
higher education institution in terms of funding received.
Similarly focusing on one state and its accountability measures, Aper and Hinkle
(1991) examined accountability policies within the higher education system in Virginia.
As in the Tennessee study, these researchers gathered data from a combination of
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document study and interviews with groups of public officials including college
administrators, legislators, and various other government officials. Using a case study
design with a stated purpose of tracing the development of assessment policies and
explaining their implications, the researchers determined that the leaders of the public
institutions were challenged by the prescriptive assessment policies being mandated from
the legislators and other policymakers and were possibly not fulfilling the intended
purposes of the newly developed policies.
Also utilizing a case study design, Banta, Rudolph, Van Dyke, and Fisher ( 1 996)
again investigated Tennessee's Performance Funding Program in the early 1 990s from
the perspective of the performance funding coordinators on each of the twenty-three
public campuses in Tennessee. The participants were asked to grade the ten funding
standards via a mailed survey instrument, and the results lead the researchers to conclude
that other groups within the state system including presidents and academic officers
should be included in further studies to determine their perceptions of this particular
accountability policy. This group was one of the first to raise questions related to the
impact of accountability measures on institutions and to challenge others to study the
issue from the perspectives of the academic administrators.
Further, researchers have investigated at least two other state accountability
systems. In North Carolina, Frost, Hearn, and Marine (1 997) examined the
implementation of accountability policy from the perspective of a variety of stakeholders
including students, administrators, legislators, and faculty. Concluding that the present
decision making related to policy implementation was lacking a systematic process, the
researchers were critical of the quality and type of information being gathered and
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analyzed related to accountability measures. Taking a slightly different approach, Robst
investigated accountability as it related to cost efficiency within the South Carolina
system. Interes_tingly, this researcher determined that state institutions' loss of state
appropriations had lead to an increased dependence on tuition with minimal impact on
cost efficiency despite policymakers' claims linking recent accountability policy to
increased efficiency.
Other researchers have designed their studies by defining the population in terms
of geographical location, institution classification, or specific type of accountability
measure or policy. One particularly salient study was conducted by Welsh, Petrosko, and
Metcalf (2003) who examined the importance of institutional effectiveness activities
within public community colleges undergoing accreditation review by the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS) for a four year period. Using a mailed
survey instrument, these researchers attempted to determine the level of support by
faculty for the accountability measures and delimit any significant changes within
institutions that might be directly linked to the effectiveness activities. The researchers
recognized their sample size and selection criteria as limiting factors due to the inclusion
of only those institutions undergoing accreditation, a process with prescribed
accountability measures, which tends to drive an enhanced focus in the effectiveness
arena at least for a specific time period. Hence, these authors also encouraged further
study into the issues associated with institutionally based effectiveness measures.
Institutions of the Southern Regional Educational Board (SREB) were the focus
of a review of state policy related to accountability and effectiveness by Bogue, Creech,
and Folger (1993). Dissimilar to the case studies previously mentioned, this particular
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study was an attempt to take a more comprehensive look at accountability policy from the
perspective of the state policymakers. However, the perspectives of the institutions are
not included, rather, the review describes the development of new accountability
measures as they relate to educational performance and outcomes.
Burke and Modarresi (2000) selected the population for their late 1990s study by
a single criterion, performance funding. With the stated purpose of identifying
characteristics of stable performance funding programs, these researchers designed their
study to include the population of sixteen states that had initiated or were involved in
performance funding linked to accountability measures. Unfortunately, they concluded
that only two states, Tennessee and Missouri, had developed and maintained stable
programs and so eliminated the other fourteen states from the population during data
analysis, leaving a very small sample and limiting the generalizability of their results.
While the numbers of state reports available that profess to define, examine, and
measure accountability of public institutions across the country are prolific, the majority
of available information is limited to reporting of data and compliance measures.
Interestingly, at a time when the attention of stakeholders including policymakers seemed
to be honing in on accountability in public higher education, there is little research
available that has studied the effectiveness or impact of accountability from the
perspective of those most intimately involved in the process -- the college and
universities presidents and chief academic officers.
In light of the scarcity of research focused upon the impact of accountability from
the administrators' point of view, this project will examine accountability concerning
their perspectives on the meaning, evidences, and effectiveness of accountability with an
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exploratory, descriptive design that will allow the researcher to gather rich, detailed data
from a selected group of higher education leaders in the one state that has lead the charge
for accountability -- Tennessee.
Purpose of the study
The purpose of this study was to describe Tennessee higher education leaders'
perceptions of accountability policies and programs. The study was framed and guided
by the following research questions:
1. What are the Tennessee higher education leaders' perceptions of the meaning of
accountability?
2. What are the Tennessee higher education leaders' perceptions of the effectiveness
of Tennessee's higher education accountability policies and/or programs?
3. What expectations do Tennessee's higher leaders have for accountability?
4. What are considered to be the evidences of accountability as perceived by
Tennessee higher education leaders?
5. To whom is higher education accountable as perceived by current presidents and
chief academic officers in Tennessee's post-secondary public institutions?
Significance
A study of higher education leaders' perceptions of accountability in higher
education and of current accountability policies and programs is both timely and valuable
for its possible contributions to literature. Without a doubt, the demands for
accountability have never been higher and are being made by an ever-increasing
constituency. Cries are coming from within and outside the academy for increased
accountability such that today's leaders are faced with accountability related issues on a
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daily basis. Within Tennessee, the current turbulent financial environment and long-term
accountability policies offer an ideal setting to examine the concept from the perspective
of those leading our post-secondary institutions. The leaders of the Tennessee public
colleges and universities are being asked to be accountable to all stakeholders including
the public and educational policymakers and are mandated to implement a number of
accountability policies and programs.
Secondly, little is know about higher education leaders' perceptions related to
accountability. While we know a great deal about current trends in accountability
reporting, researchers have not studied accountability from the point of view of those
attempting to meet the demands of external and internal stakeholders. Quite simply, we
have not bothered to ask those most intimately involved in accountability for higher
education - the presidents and chief academic officers. We do not know their
perspectives related to accountability policies and programs, its effectiveness and/or lack
or, nor _do we know what recommendations they may have for future policy. This study
explored their perspectives and provides previously unavailable data and new insights
about their perceptions of accountability in higher education, specifically in Tennessee,
the first state to implement prescribed accountability measures tied to funding. The
resulting data might be quite valuable to both current and future leaders of higher
education institutions as they attempt to enact their own accountability policies and
programs. In addition, other stakeholders groups such as legislators, accreditors, and
educational governing boards will benefit from the findings.
Since this study also sought information related to current policies in terms of
effectiveness and attempted to open the door to recommendations leading to policy
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improvement and program enhancement, the results will be valuable to all higher
education leaders and policy makers within Tennessee and across the nation. These
stakeholders have invested a great deal of energy, finances, and time in developing
current accountability policies and programs. It should be important to them to know the
effectiveness of the programs from the perspectives of those individuals directly
responsible for developing and implementing the programs within the institutions.
Delimitations
As defined by the purpose statement, this study was designed to describe the
perceptions of higher education leaders related to accountability policies and programs in
one state, Tennessee. The study was confined to interviewing fifteen participants: six
presidents and nine provosts and chief academic officers from six public colleges and
universities within Tennessee. Thus, the results of this study may only be applicable to
the leaders of higher education included in the study and to the institutions they represent.
Although the researcher makes no claims to the generalizability of the study results, the
results may be suggestive of the views of other higher education leaders.
Limitations
This study was designed to describe the perceptions of a purposeful sample of
participants using a qualitative research design. The data collection method consisted of
semi-structured, one-on-one interviews. The researcher acknowledges the assumption
inherent in the study design that the participants will provide truthful personal
perspectives as well as accurate information about their experiences with accountability
policies and programs. The researcher also assumes that the participants will portray an
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accurate picture of their perceptions and not be limited by recall or influenced by the
interpersonal interactions during the interview sessions as noted by Shank (2002).
Definitions
While one of the purposes of this study was to discern the meaning of
accountability from the perspective of the participants, the university and college
presidents and academic officers, the researcher utilized the following definitions in
conducting the study. In early research related to accountability practices in higher
education, Dressel (1980) offered this definition:
Responsible performance, then, involves using allocated resources legally and
wisely to attain those purposes for which they were made available. Responsible
performance requires continuing accumulation of evidence of the extent to which
purposes are achieved; reviewing the evaluation evidence to clarify the avowed
goals and their interpretation; consideration of the relevance, effectiveness, and
costs of the processes used to achieve the goals; and continuing efforts directed at
improving the educational processes used or finding more effective processes.
(pg. 96)
More recently, Bogue and Aper (2000) offered these words in defining the
meaning and implications attached to accountability:
We are inclined to see accountability as a formally expressed expectation - a
campus of board policy, state or federal law, or formal standard of another agency
such as an accrediting agency - that (1) requires evaluation of both administrative
and educational services; (2) asks for public evidence of program and service
performance; (3) encourages independent/external review of such performance
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evidence; and (4) requests information on the relationship between dollars spent
and results achieved. The concept of accountability implies both a formal
curiosity with effectiveness, efficiency, and productivity of both administrative
and educational services. (pg. 214)
Organization of the study
This study is presented in five chapters:
Chapter I: This chapter presents the introduction and background of the study,
statement of the problem, purpose of the study, significance, limitations/delimitations,
overview of the research design and procedures, and definitions.
Chapter II: This chapter presents a review of the literature pertinent to the
purpose of the study.
Chapter III: This chapter presents the methodology used in the study including
design, data collection, and data analysis.
Chapter IV: This chapter presents the findings of the study.
Chapter V: This chapter presents a review and discussion of the findings. In
addition, the implications of the study findings as well as recommendations for further
study are presented.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

In this chapter, the researcher will review relevant literature on accountability in
higher education. The first section will include a brief review of the literature related to
the importance of accountability to current leaders in higher education, including a
historical perspective of the accountability movement highlighting significant changes
over the past three decades. In addition, this section will summarize the contributions of
the state of Tennessee to the accountability movement within higher education. The
second section will offer a review of current research related to accountability including
relevant studies and reporting at both the national and state levels.
Importance of accountability
Why is accountability of concern to leaders of higher educational institutions?
The demands being placed on today's college and university presidents and chief
academic officers are tremendous and expected to escalate over the next decade.
"Academic presidents have faced and continue to face any number of issues that produce
stress, regardless of the times in which they serve" (Vaughan & Weisman, 1 998, pg. 1 1 ).
The presidency has grown more complicated today than in the 1 960s and 1 970s as the
multiple roles associated with a president's position and the expectations related to those
roles continue to evolve. Today, governing boards have become more intrusive in the
management of the college and more political than in the past, often demanding answers
that past presidents were not required to answer (Fisher & Koch, 1 996). Simultaneously,
the globalization of the economy and demand for highly trained workers has placed a
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new burden on our current academic leaders. No longer is it acceptable to the public for
higher education to proclaim that their students have completed the educational process
and met the requirements for a degree unless those graduates have the knowledge and
skills to compete in the marketplace. Indeed, today's college presidents are held
accountable for how well graduates perform at a time when they must simultaneously
strike a balance between the mission of the institution and the demands of their
constituency in an environment with a continually shrinking pool of resources (Kerr,
1998). Speaking from the community college perspective, Vaughan and Weisman
(1998) offer their view on the current demand for accountability on our current college
administrators:
While accountability is a bandwagon that has made the community college trip
many times before . . . companies employing graduates want proof that graduates
can perform the jobs for which they are employed. Presidents now know that, up
to a point, their effectiveness can be measured by the effectiveness of the
college's instructional program. They also know that legislators, employers, and
members of the public are asking more questions and demanding more answers
regarding how the colleges are preparing a competent workforce. The demand for
accountability, while positive for the most part, can make the presidency more
complicated than it was in the past. (pg. 14)
Answering the demands for a competent, skilled workforce is no simple task.
However well the university or college administrator may have accomplished this lofty
goal in the past, today's leaders must produce a more highly skilled graduate while
responding to the demands of the marketplace and a complex democracy crying out for
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more participation and input into higher education policy and procedures (Couturier,
2003). Most importantly, these challenges must be met in an economic atmosphere in
which there is a prevalent cry of inadequate resources due to the dismal states of funding
in our public universities and colleges; quite simply, presidents are expected to tap new
sources of funding and continue to fulfill their public mission. No longer are most states
willing to foot the bill to the extent that they did in the past, especially those states that
have passed laws limiting local and state tax revenues. This translates into presidents
moving into a more externally focused role since their institution's survival may depend
on seeking and securing new partners from all segments of society including business and
industry.
In a 2001 survey of community college presidents, Weisman and Vaughan
concluded that today's presidents:
face challenges never imagined by the early incumbents of the position. In
addition, changing student demographics, a lack of academic preparedness,
globalization of the economy, and rapidly changing technologies place untold
demands on presidents for leadership skills to navigate new and often uncharted
waters (2002, pg. 15).
Birnbaum concurs with Vaughan's points about the pressure being placed on
today's academic leaders. He writes:
To strengthen academic leadership, we are told, we must reform structures, adopt
more rationalized management systems, and increase the power of executive
leadership to make faster, more efficient, and more effective decisions . . . First,
society is facing unprecedented crises. Second, weaknesses in higher education
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have contributed to these crises and improvement in higher education will help
solve them. Third, academicians are part of the problem . . . (1999, pg. 15-16.)
The demands on higher education have never been higher. Prognosticators are
not painting a very bright future for higher education . . . "colleges and universities will
be so overwhelmed by growing numbers of students and stagnant public funding in the
next 20 years that they will be forced to reject millions of potential students." (Benjamin,
1998, pg. 14). The accountability issues are multifarious as Benjamin predicts that the
exclusion of these millions "could seriously damage the welfare of the nation, increasing
economic and ethnic inequality, lowering productivity and international competitiveness,
and undermining social stability" (pg. 13). Kerr seems to agree as he describes the
escalating demands on our public universities over the next fifteen years:
Signs of the future are already emerging . . .
1.

More privatization. Greater reliance on tuition . . . the land grant
university may become the private grant university.

2.

More federalization. The federal government, increasingly, is held
accountable for higher skills for national and international labor
markets.

3.

More cultivation of general public support.

4.

More attention to effective use of resources.

5.

More pluralistic leadership.

6.

More attention to longer-term directions of movement . . . External
conditions can change rapidly, and there are so many uncertainties.
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7.

Consideration of protection for the non-market functions. Higher
education is becoming more market-oriented. (2001 , pgs. 1 87- 1 93)

While even Kerr admits that predicting the future for higher education involves a certain
amount of guesswork, he, too, concurs that the demands for accountability will be ever
increasing as the many markets are served.
Historical perspective of accountability
The university started as a single community - a community of masters and
students. It may even be said to have had a soul in the sense of a central
animating principle. Today the large American University, is, rather, a whole
series of communities and activities held together by a common name, a common
governing board, and related purposes. This great transformation is regretted by
some, accepted by many, gloried in, as by few . . . The modem American
university, however . . . is a new type of institution in the world . . . It is unique . .
. what was once a 'community of masters and students' with a single vision of its
nature and purpose . . . has several competing visions of true purpose . . . The
university is so many things to so many different people that it must, of necessity,
be partially at war with itself. It is an inconsistent institution . . . its edges are
fuzzy . . . It serves society almost slavishly (Kerr, 2001 , pgs. 7- 1 4).
Patterned upon the great statutes of Oxford and Cambridge University, the first
American institutions of higher education were established over three hundred years ago
(Brubaker & Rudy, 1 999). Beginning with the premier mission of educating a literate
clergy for the growing colonial population, the American system of higher education has
grown into an enterprise of 4,000 institutions serving more than 1 5 million students
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(National Association for College Admission Counseling, 2004). Since its beginning,
higher education has grown from the exclusive hilltop college designed to achieve
preservation of the Old World civilization left behind in Europe to one of America's
largest industries with a variety of forms. Entering the new century, today's colleges and
universities will continue to evolve as their leaders face challenges, some similar, but
many unlike those faced previously. Indeed, in the last decade, the external changes have
only accelerated, forcing our institutions to change from what Peterson, Dill, and Mets
(1997) describe as "a loose system" to a "new age postsecondary knowledge industry."
These authors elaborate:
To picture the rising tide of complexity . . . modem universities are
pressed to transform themselves so that they can (1) simultaneously
perform elite and mass functions in a welter of differently constituted
structures and programs, (2) directly related to private industry, nonprofit
organizations, professional organizations, professional associations, and
various segments of the general population, as well as to local, regional,
national, and transnational governments, and (3) broadly commit
themselves to relevant knowledge and useful learning as well as to
knowledge for its own sake and learning that has no immediate utility.
'Missions' multiply and conflict; 'purposes' fill a portfolio of desires. (pg.
xv)
Indeed, the American system of higher education has undergone radical
transformations since its beginning over three hundred years ago. However, a constant
that has remained is accountability in various forms, under multiple classifications, and
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with intermittent focus and changing aspects. As a matter of fact, accountability can be
traced to the beginnings of higher education in America (Bogue & Aper, 2000), in the
earliest version of public colleges as first administrators struggled with establishing an
equilibrium between autonomy for the college and the public's demands for authority and
control (Brubacher & Rudy, 1999).
Since its beginning, higher education has enjoyed a status of privilege and was
allowed the freedom to self-regulate. Not until the 1970s when political agendas changed
along with fluctuations in public funding policies did the call for accountability began to
get the attention of higher education. As Ohmann (2000) states, the early 1970s were
pivotal to the accountability movement in higher education. Early papers and reports
from groups such as the American Council on Education and the Center for Research and
Development in Higher Education led the call for improvement in management of our
colleges and universities and encouraged the academy to begin self-examination in terms
of accountability (Borden & Bottrill, 1994). The stage was set as publications related to
both financial and administrative accountability soon began appearing and laid the
foundation for what would become the one of the most significant movements in
American higher education. While the notion and intent of accountability may have
been inherent in postsecondary education since its emergence in colonial times, less than
ten references with accountability as a keyword appeared in the Library of Congress prior
to the 1970s, only to multiply by the hundredfold within the next decade.
During this period, higher education leaders were starting to direct their attention
to the inescapable reality of higher education being accountable for educational
objectives. As early as 1973, Bartel, an advocate for holding higher education
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responsible to the public, wrote: "We cannot ask those responsible for paying the bills
and spending tax dollars to accept on faith that what we do as teachers and scholars is
necessarily either intellectually or economically sound" (pg.14 ). Agreeing with the
significance of the accountability movement and describing the emphasis on
accountability as "one of the more obvious policy accents to emerge in the latter half of
the twentieth century," (2001, pg. 209), Bogue delineates the following policy
developments as evidences of the emerging emphasis on accountability:
1.

The increased state regulation of higher education to include such
heretofore unregulated policies as curriculum, assessment, and faculty
workload;

2.

The growing numbers of states mandating some form of assessment
and testing;

3.

The growing number of states having some form of consumer
protection regulation to protect their citizens against fraudulent private
institutions;

4.

The growing number of states requiring some form of performance
indicator reporting by campuses;

5.

The number of states adopting and experimenting with some form of
performance funding/budgeting;

6.

The ferment over the effectiveness and reform of accreditation;

7.

The increased curiosity of boards of trustees about curricular issues and
faculty personnel issues such as tenure (pg. 213).
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Within his historical review of the accountability movement, Ohmann describes
multiple factors that led to our present day explosion of demands for accountability
including "a new economic order" (pg. 27) and consecutive elections of presidents with
educational agendas during the 1970s and 1980s. However, the three main forces that he
delineates as primary catalysts for the accountability movement include: "the intense
fiscal crisis of the state; a counterthrust against liberatory ideas and experiments in open
education" that had been propelled by sixties visionaries; and a "reaction against_ turmoil
and disruption on campuses" (pg. 28). This author is joined by various others who warn
of the era of higher education's self-policing drawing to an end (American Federation of
Teachers, 2000; Burd, 2003; Lombardi & Capaldi, 1996).
Agreeing with Ohmann's assessment of the 1970s being pivotal years in the
accountability movement, Macpherson (1996) describes the shift in the literature during
the time period. From the late 1960s, he reminds us of the introduction of mandatory
evaluation, �hich he links to Robert Kennedy as a pioneer in bringing aspects of
managerial functionalism into education. . Reviewing education policy during the period,
he concludes that it was during the 1970s that the United States began the conversation
that continues today, shifting from a focus on quantity to quality.
In the 1980s, a declaration was sounded that educationally, the United States was
falling behind other countries. As a result, a number of national commissions were
named producing a number of reports cited the various shortcomings of our educational
system. One example was the National Commission on Excellence in Education
appointed in 1981; the eighteen members were given the task of defining the afflictions in
American education. Their work resulted in the report, A Nation at Risk, which slowly
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drew both the public's and policymakers' attentions to the educational arena (1983;
Holton, 2003). The years that followed included the adoption of standardized testing in
K-12 education and the passing of over seventy accountability laws throughout the
United States (Macpherson, 1996). While K-12 education was the first to feel the sting
of the public outcries related to accountability and quality, higher education followed
close behind.
The national commissions were not alone in putting education under a microscope
in the 1980s. As Bok (1992) remarked:
And yet the point remains: we are being criticized now as we were not 10, 20, or
30 years ago . . .. Still remember that all this criticism of higher education began in
the mid-80s. When Allen Bloom wrote, and Bennett started to speak, we were in
our fifth consecutive year of economic growth, and things looked pretty rosy; yet
the criticism came and was eagerly received. (pg. 15)
Indeed, the mid to late 1980s were a time of open and often hostile criticism of
higher education. Not only did Bloom (1987) strike out against the heart of higher
education, but others joined in writing scathing critiques of the quality of undergraduate
education as well as railing out against poor and unethical management practices.
Questions were even raised about whether or not public higher education in the United
States would retain its long held reputation for being number one in the world (Lovett,
2002).
Partially in response to the ongoing criticism and unwelcome public attention
being turned on the academy, the assessment movement was launched in the 1980s. One
by one states began to adopt formal assessment requirements and, as Terezini declared in
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1 989, assessment was "here to stay" (pg. 644). By 1 987, eleven states had adopted
formalized assessment requirements with many others in the process. As Ewell ( 1 987)
remarked:
Calls for explicit assessment of the results of higher education became
increasingly insistent throughout 1 986. Some of these calls were prompted by a
number of recent critical reports . . . but more and more they come from outside
the academy - from state authorities, from accrediting bodies, and from the public
at large. (pg. 23)
The assessment movement of the 1 980s was largely campus-based and
professionally driven by professional organizations such as the Higher Education
Association and within the auspices of post-secondary leaders to establish and administer
(Lubinescu, Ratcliff, and Gaffney, 2001 ). In the late 80s, as more and more states took
on the assessment banner, a change occurred in the focus of the campus-based
effectiveness activities such that student outcomes became the new mantra. Leaders of
the earlier movement praised the change in direction and encouraged colleges and
universities to link their institutional goals to the measurement endeavors. Concurrently,
questions arose from external stakeholders about the purposes and effectiveness of
undergraduate education (Terenzini, 1 989) and the press for greater accountability began.
As Marchese (1 994) remarked of those who called for higher education to be
accountable:
From hard experience, they embrace notions of continuous improvement,
collective responsibility, customer focus, and management by fact: to them,
colleges and universities, in which few of these practices obtain, look like
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organizational left-behinds that can't be very interested in quality itself . . . the
academy is the nation's last redoubt of provider-driven thinking - that we're self
absorbed, oriented toward professional gain, and don't listen systematically or
well enough to the paying publics we're supposed to serve. (pg. 4)
As higher education grappled with the assessment movement, administrators
encountered another challenge during the 1980s. Yet another aspect of accountability
entered the academic arena as the total quality movement (TQM) that had begun several
years earlier in business and industry moved across college campuses. Not surprisingly,
higher education struggled to answer questions related to college quality:
Is it measurable or mysterious? Is it to be found in reputation or results? Is it
carried in the perceptions of our academic colleagues and our students, or does it
exist independently of their opinions? Is it purchased at the expense of other
principles important to American higher education - access, equity, autonomy,
diversity - or does it enrich and support those principles? (Bogue, 1982, pg. 1)
These questions and many others were raised by administrators as they attempted to
answer stakeholders' demands for quality and efficiency.
Soon to follow the quality movement, university and college administrators
adopted a variety of management systems borrowed from industry in an effort to fashion
a more efficient and effective institution, an unfilled quest to secure the perfect
combination of operations and practices that would satisfy the growing restlessness in
society (Birnbaum, 2000). Concurrently, administrators were faced with the search for a
method of determining quantifiable evidence that higher education was fulfilling its
public mission. In response to the demand for campus-level assessment, many
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institutions developed and adopted performance indicators as an element of a
comprehensive accountability program in the early 1 990s. The proponents of
performance indicators offered this rationale:
The trend is clear and irreversible: Higher education institutions must start
developing better ways to judge more adequately how well they are doing.
Higher education has been reluctant to develop performance indicators, because,
it is believed, the mission of higher education is too diverse to measure . . .
performance indicators and performance funding have the same intended goal: to
require institutions of higher education to demonstrate accountability and
achievement of their missions and goals (Gaither, Nedwek, & Neal, 1 994, pgs.x,
xi,2).
By 1 994, at least one third of the states reported that they had adopted or were
considering the adoption of a comprehensive assessment system within their institutions
that included the use of performance indicators (Gaither, 1 995). Banta and Borden
( 1 994) heralded the use of performance indicators as the next step in the assessment
process. These authors offered multiple recommendations for the establishment of a
systematic means of demonstrating student outcomes rather than a less responsible
system intended to address the sole issue of efficient use of resources commonly seen in
prescribed criteria by external stakeholders.
While many authors link the current emphasis on accountability to the assessment
movement of the 1 980s and describe it as the next step in the process, Ruppert ( 1 995)
disagrees: "Accountability was achieved more as a by-product when institutions
provided qualitative evidence of assessment activities and use of the results for
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instructions or curricular improvement" (pg. 16). This she contrasts to the assessment
movement, which developed during the 1980s when higher education was experiencing a
period of slowed enrollment growth and expanding state appropriations. Instead, she
states:
The new accountability policies of the 1990s reflect the changing view that higher
education needs to be more responsive to a broader, primarily external
constituency that includes students, employers, parents, and the general public.
Where such policies exist, most are designed to supplement rather than replace
earlier campus-based approaches. (Ruppert, 1995, pg. 16)
Concurring with Ruppert's notion that the accountability of the 1990s diverted
from previously held concepts, Ewell (1993) reminds us that the accountability
movement has changed and what presidents and academic officers are challenged by
today is not the same as the initial accountability demands from the 1970s and 1980s. As
he explains:
Traditional accountability concepts rested upon a model of public higher
education as a kind of 'public utility' whose primary benefits were to individual
citizens in the form of increased social mobility and quality of life. Under this
conception, the principal focus of accountability was, quite naturally, access and
efficiency. With a shift of perspective to higher education as a 'strategic
investment,' though, came a new accountability - one based on demonstrable
return on investment. Old measures of efficiency and access did not go away.
But increasingly, new ones like the explicit assessment of educational results
began to take center stage. (pg. 11)
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Joining the call for accountability in higher education, the interest of multiple
groups of state legislators became increasingly apparent during this same time period as
more states began to feel the pinch of economic stress. With the decreases in available
tax dollars came the call for higher education to do more with less and not only to
manage with decreasing appropriations but to do so with greater efficiency and without
sacrificing access (Leslie & Fretwell, 1 996). The Department of Education also widened
its reach into the accountability arena during this same time period following the passage
of new student financial aid laws in 1 992. Suddenly, the roles of both federal and state
governments, as well as accreditation bodies, were altered to reflect the new attention on
accountability. Changes in state and federal government mandates and a new emphasis
on student outcomes in regional and specialized accreditation criteria were a clear signal
to public higher education that accountability would be occupying center stage for the
next decade and beyond (Graham, Lymon, & Trow, 1 995).
As stakeholders pressed their increased interests in accountability in the 1 990s,
the assessment movement broadened and spread throughout the states. By 1 990, Ewell,
Finney, and Lenth reported that seven of ten public colleges had begun some type of
institutional activity and were claiming to include learning outcomes in their assessment
activities. Interestingly, five of seven also reported that they were involved in
institutional assessment due to a state mandate ( 1 990). In 1 994, Katz reported that more
than thirty states had "enacted some form of requirement that public colleges and
universities assess students' learning" ( para 7); several had mandated statewide testing
in an attempt to measure student learning. While the external pressure seemed to be
driving transformations within the academy, little actual change in curriculum or student
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performance was being demonstrated (Donald, 1997). By 1997, thirty seven states had
joined the accountability or performance reporting bandwagon, with five more looking to
join within the next two to three years. Indeed, the "new" accountability described by
Ewell and others appeared to becoming a permanent part of the higher education
landscape. As Wellman recently reported:
Accountability systems are state-level indicators of institutional performance,
designed to reach public audiences, using quantitative and qualitative measures
that allow comparisons . . . These systems-variously called report cards,
performance indicators, benchmarks, or accountability measures . . . aren't just
passing fads but serious attempts on the part of state decisionmakers to organize
information about performance and resource use in their colleges and universities
. . . these pressures to be accountable will persist (2001, para 4, 10).
Retrospectively, the assessment efforts have been both heralded and criticized.
More than one analyst has stated that higher education "missed a golden opportunity"
during this pivotal time period "to demonstrate the importance and integrity of higher
education" (Hendley, 2003, para 21). Instead, the resistance to assessment and to
demonstration of institutional effectiveness has allowed those " who know and care the
least about higher education - state legislators, bureaucrats, and civilian boards"
(Hendley, 2003, para 24) to step in and define accountability measures. Those who
praise the assessment movement of the 80s and early 90s look to the incredible speed of
development of performance indicators as one signal higher education was paying
attention and responding. States like Tennessee, Texas, and Florida were praised for
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being early pioneers in the assessment movement and for linking a portion of funding to
performance outcomes (Ewell, 1993).
If higher education leaders hoped for the accountability demands to abate during
the late 1990s, they were sorely disappointed. Conversely, the tide escalated as calls for
accountability sounded from every corner. From the White House came a ten-point call
to action to increase access to higher education while improving quality and efficiency
(Clinton, 1998), declarations that were met with equal zeal by the Department of
Education (United States Committee on Education and the Workforce, 2003).
Simultaneously, national higher education associations also focused on accountability
offering newly developed strategic plans relating to learning outcomes and quality
programming for their membership (American Association of Community Colleges,
2002).
Today, the face of accountability continues to evolve. In 2000, Alexander
published a study describing the ongoing changes in accountability on an international
level. He concluded that the pressures being felt by both states to "gain greater control
over higher education resources has been overwhelming and inescapable. Driven by a
new economic dynamic, societies throughout the world are acquiring an ever-changing
combination of highly skilled workers and knowledge that only education can provide."
(pg. 427) Consequently, the stakes are overwhelmingly great for countdes to look to
higher education for answers. No longer will our institutions be left to self regulate and
enjoy the autonomy of the past; performance-based accountability is the present and the
future (Lovett, 2003). The economic pressures being felt throughout government are
driving state policymakers to hold higher education accountable as never before and
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forcing those in leadership positions to be held accountable for the success or failure of
the institution to meet the external and internal demands.
Evidence of the importance of accountability to today's leaders of higher
education institutions is prevalent throughout the literature. In some states, the
legislatures have enacted laws such as Connecticut's Public Act 99-285, which specifies
the goals and expectations that the citizens have for the public system of higher
education. For this state, the action signified a turning point for the higher education
system since previous efforts at accountability has been self directed and regulated by the
institutions themselves. However, the new law clarified in straightforward terms the
expectations for the post-secondary system with goals to:
1. enhance student learning and promote academic excellence;
2. join with elementary and secondary schools to improve teaching and learning
at all levels;
3. ensure access to and affordability of higher education;
4. promote the economic development of the state to help business and industry
sustain strong economic growth;
5. respond to the needs and problems of society, and
6. ensure the efficient use of resources. (Connecticut State Dept. of Education,
2000, pg. 1).
While the wording may vary slightly, similar goals can be seen in the many states that
have enacted state level mandates to ensure accountability within the public higher
education systems.
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Accountability in Tennessee
Tennessee has long been recognized for its early pioneering into the realm of
assessment and accountability and has been heralded as a trailblazer and model for other
states (Ewell, 1987). In 1979, Tennessee stepped into new territory when it became the
first state to tie a portion of state appropriations for higher education to individual
institutional performance. This record setting policy was established by the Tennessee
Higher Education Commission (THEC) in cooperation with a "state-level advisory
committee composed of campus, governing board, and government officials and input
from a national panel of higher education scholars and experts" (Bogue, 2002, pg. 86).
The resulting policy was titled the Performance Funding Program with a stated purpose
of stimulating instructional improvement and student learning within each institution's
missions. The chief architects of the Tennessee system, Grady Bogue, William Troutt,
and Wayne Brown attempted to combine accountability and improvement via an
assessment system designed for implementation by the two-year and four-year public
higher educational institutions within the Tennessee Board of Regents System. Launched
in the early 1980s, the performance based program continues today, having undergone
several revisions, and retains its reputation as one of the premier accountability systems
in the nation and as a means to measure the return on the taxpayer's investment in the
Tennessee system. (Banta & Borden, 1994).
While higher education is often criticized for using rhetoric to diffuse the
demands of accountability, Tennessee has been heralded for the effectiveness of its goal
oriented performance reporting. Wellman describes Tennessee's performance funding
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program as the "longest-lived . . . experiment among the states" (2001, para 27) and a key
element of Tennessee's steady improvement towards its goals for higher education.
In the most recent report from THEC, Condition ofHigher Education in
Tennessee, the strategic vision for the state is presented. Acknowledging the ongoing
fiscal difficulties within the state, the authors state that Tennessee will continue to strive
for excellence regardless of the challenges to be faced. The report delineates
accountability measures for P-16 throughout the state and confirm the state's
commitment to accountability policy and continued assessment: "the state of Tennessee
continues to lead the way in developing responsible and reasonable accountability
measure of higher education outcomes" (2003, pg. 4). The following areas of emphasis
are highlighted:
• Educating Tennesseeans - Access and Attainment
By the year 2010, higher education will reduce the gap between Tennessee and
southern region states in providing higher education to its citizens.
•

Student Performance and Academic Quality

By the year 2010, higher education will improve the quality of instructional
programs and student performance by linking assessment results with continuous
improvement.
•

Enabling Tennesseeans - Seamless Education

By the year 2010, Tennessee will establish and document seamless educational
transitions for students from pre-kindergarten through higher education.
•

Strengthening P-16 Education
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By the year 201 0, Tennessee colleges and universities will support and improve
the effectiveness of teacher, school, and P- 1 6 development programs.
•

Financial Resources and Utilization

By the year 201 0, Tennessee will improve higher education resource efficiency
and development in reference to national benchmarks.
•

Research, Public Service, and Economic Development .

By the year 201 0, the role of higher education in promoting workforce and
economic development, as well as research and public service directed towards
improving the diverse communities of Tennessee will be delineated, documented,
and strengthened. (pg.6)
Indeed, accountability is an integral component of the higher education system in
Tennessee. Guiding the 2000-2005 Strategic Plan for the Tennessee Board of Regents,
the seventh largest public system of higher education in the nation, five system-wide
priorities are defined:
•

Academic Excellence and Institutional Quality

• Access
•

Accountability

•

Articulation

•

Work Force Development (TBR, 2000, pg. 2)

As a further demonstration of its commitment to accountability, the TBR releases a report
card each year in which the vocational centers, two-year community colleges, and
universities are required to report on prescribed standards tied to the system-wide
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priorities. The report cards are available to both internal and external stakeholders online
at the TBR Web site and on individual institutions' Web sites.
Writing as the Executive Director of THEC, Richard Rhoda also acknowledged
Tennessee's position as a national leader in assessment as new benchmarks were
established in The Status ofHigher Education Report published in 2001. He remarked
that "Tennessee continues to lead the way in developing usable accountability measures
of higher education outcomes." (pg. 1) As yet another example of Tennessee's
pioneering spirit in the accountability arena, THEC published a new report in 1989, The
Tennessee Challenge 2000, in response to legislative action and as a mechanism to

communicate significant accomplishments and activities of higher education institutions
throughout the state to the legislature and constituency. The accountability measures in
place have been credited by THEC as significant factors in the "steady, regular
improvements" that have been made over the past ten years, 1990-91 to 2000-01, in areas
such as enrollment and graduation rates, quality measures and performance indicators,
research, student assistance, and public service.
Accountability studies
A review of the literature related to accountability uncovers the most commonly
utilized research strategy employed is that of the case study design. As Yin describes, the
case study design tends to be preferred by researchers when the questions posed focus on
the how and why within a real life context (1994). Case study designs have been used to
examine accountability policies in Tennessee, Virginia, North Carolina, and Oregon.
One of the earliest studies focusing on accountability was completed as higher
education turned its focus on new types of assessment and performance evaluations in the
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early 1980s. The study examined the nation's pioneer performance funding program in
Tennessee, which was conceptualized in the mid-1970s, but not implemented until
several years later. Presented by two of the key designers of the Tennessee performance
based policy, Bogue and Brown (1982), the study presents a brief history of the
development and implementation of the program. The authors raise the question of
whether or not the program might be implemented in other states or perhaps in other
types of government agencies.
A few years later, focusing on one state and the accountability measures within
that state, Aper and Hinkle (1991) examined the higher education system in Virginia. As
in the Tennessee case study, these researchers gathered data by reviewing documents and
by interviewing public officials including legislators, presidents and executive officers of
the public colleges and universities. While directing their attention to the implementation
of recent changes in Virginia policy related to assessment, these authors investigated the
multiple challenges confronting institutions of higher education as they attempted to
adopt the mandated accountability related measures. They determined that higher
education leaders were struggling to maintain control over the academic core within their
institutions as they engaged in the assessment processes prescribed by state policy
makers. Unfortunately, the researchers did not share many specifics from the interviews
conducted during the study, so the reader cannot determine the perspectives or
viewpoints of the higher education leaders related to the changes in accountability
policies and practices.
With a similar case study design, Banta, Rudolph, Van Dyke, and Fisher (1996)
studied Tennessee's Performance Funding Program in the early 1990s from the
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perspective of the performance funding coordinators at the twenty-three public campuses
in Tennessee. Collecting data with a mailed survey instrument developed by the research
team, the investigators were successful in reaching their selected participants, receiving
responses from all of the campuses within the desi gnated population. Interestingly, the
participants were asked to assign a letter grade to each of the ten performance funding
standards. Recognizing the constraints of the study sample size, the researchers
acknowledged the limitations of their study as well as the lack of detailed responses from
their participants. Surprisingly, the overall results from the surveys led the researchers to
conclude that the campus assessment leaders held a lukewarm attitude towards
performance funding, especially in terms of stimulating campus improvement, one of the
goals of the program as stated by the Tennessee Higher Education Commission.
However, the respondents did award a favorable grade for the utilization of performance
funding as an incentive for meeting accountability measures. In conclusion, the
researchers suggested that other groups within the state system including the presidents,
academic officers, and faculty should be included in further studies to determine their
perceptions of the policy.
As Frost, Hearn, and Marine ( 1997) state in the rationale for their study on public
policy and higher education: "The logic is clear and convincing: quality higher
education is a valuable state resource that must be protected for the citizenry . . . and the
factor currently highest on the public agenda in most states seems to be accountability for
the use of taxpayer dollars." ( pg. 364, 366). Utilizing a case study design based upon
concepts from organizational theory and Widlasky's decision making model, these
researchers investigated the implementation of policy within the North Carolina
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university system. Citing that the study purpose was not to determine the correctness of
policy but to investigate the decision making process as related to accountability policies,
the researchers' design incorporated personal interviews and document study.
Interviewing fifteen participants including legislative staff members as well as
administrators, faculty, and students from the University of North Carolina system, the
researchers determined that the present decision making structure lacked a systematic
decision making process and was not inclusive of the quality and type of information they
believed to be necessary in developing and implementing policies related to
accountability.
Similar to the accountability transformations occurring in Virginia, Tennessee,
and North Carolina , Oregon developed a collaborative information system to address
accountability mandates in the mid 1990s for its community colleges. Concerned with the
lack of a systematic reporting process, Oregon's new design was an attempt to provide its
stakeholders with the results of each college's effectiveness indicators as part of the
revised statewide accountability system for higher education. In his case study of the
Oregon system, Walleri (1997) commends the colleges within this system for being
active participants in determining the effectiveness measures in comparison to other state
systems in which the public institutions have reacted to prescribed accountability
measures and consequently suffered a loss of their autonomy. While the researcher
concludes that the reporting process seems to be effective for this particular state system,
little is shared with the reader about the perceptions of the new developed state mandated
accountability policies nor its impact on the institutions from the perspective of any of
those directly involved with the system - the leaders of the community colleges.
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While the case studies focusing on a single state system have contributed to the
body of knowledge related to accountability, researchers have also undertaken studies
from a broader perspective in which a particular aspect of accountability has been
investigated. For example, performance funding was the focus of a study conducted by
Burke and Modarresi in the late 1990s. Dissimilar from the Tennessee-based studies lead
by Bogue and Banta, this project focused on sixteen states involved in performance
funding policies and programs. With the purpose of identifying characteristics of stable
performance funding programs, these researchers incorporated all potential participants
including four states that had attempted funding linked to institutional performance but
abandoned their programs for various reasons. Citing accountability as a challenge and
not a choice, the authors selected performance funding as the focus of their study as one
compelling example of accountability policy. Based upon their data collected via mail
surveys, the researchers concluded that Missouri and Tennessee were the only states that
had retained successful programs, and therefore, the only states eligible to be considered
in the stable group for data analysis. Unfortunately, the exclusion of all remaining
participant states limited the results of the study and the ability of the researchers to
clearly determine those characteristics that would ensure success of an accountability
program with performance linked funding as one of its components.
Perhaps the most controversial but desirable aspect of the "new" accountability
movement involves the actual determination of what students have learned during their
passage through higher education and accurately measuring the learning that has taken
place. Consistently over the past decade, the question has been raised by multiple groups
of stakeholders of whether or not students are actually learning and why higher education
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leaders cannot demonstrate in understandable terms the type and amount of learning that
has taken place. Peterson and Einarson (2001) recently took a retrospective look at the
last decade and the progress or lack thereof in this arena. Working in conjunction with
the ongoing project by the National Center for Postsecondary Improvement, these
researchers surveyed 2,524 institutions in 1998 obtaining a response rate of 55%. The
survey results were analyzed along with data derived from the Integrated Postsecondary
Education Data System (IPEDS) in an attempt to develop a nationally-based systematic
comparative examination of "approaches to, support practices for, and uses and impacts
of undergraduate student assessment." (pg. 659) While citing the need for further
research, the researchers concluded that "most institutions have adopted limited student
assessment approaches, developed selected institutional mechanisms to support and
promote assessment, and have not monitored the uses and impacts of their assessment
efforts." (pg. 659)
Accountability policy has also been investigated from the approach of its
relationship to cost efficiency in higher education. Using the South Carolina university
system and deriving data from IPEDS, Robst (2001) attempted to determine the
relationship between state appropriations and efficiency, as well as the impact of reduced
state appropriations on efficiency within the SC higher education system during the years
of 1991-1995. Not surprisingly, the investigator concluded that the declines in state
appropriations has led to increased dependence on tuition with minimal impact on cost
efficiency as determined by this researcher's model for a particular time period. A lack of
evidence for increased cost efficiency was found despite the many policymaker claims to
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the public that the new accountability policies would ensure greater efficiency within the
higher education system.
Another approach to studying accountability has been to investigate a particular
type of institution rather than a specific component of accountability as in the studies
focusing on funding linked to performance. Two groups of researchers have centered
their investigative efforts to accountability policy implementation within two-year
institutions. In a recent study, Welsh, Petrosko, and Metcalf (2003) investigated
institutional effectiveness activities wi�hin public community colleges and examined the
importance of these activities from the perspective of both faculty and administrators.
These researchers drew a sample from the population composed of all faculty and
administrators in institutions undergoing evaluation by Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools between September, 1998 and May, 2002, for initial or reaffirmation of
accreditation. With a mailed survey instrument, the researchers studied the participants'
attitudes toward and perceived importance of institutional effectiveness activities. Citing
the limitations of the sample and also the assumptions made by including only faculty
and administrators actively involved in accreditation processes, the researchers concluded
that support for effectiveness activities within colleges and universities could be
enhanced by direct involvement of institutional staff, the faculty in particular, and also by
actually implementing institutional change related to the data collected.
Taking a different approach· with a similar population of community college
leaders, Harbour (2003) attempted to develop an institutional accountability model.
Drawing from Kearns' work with a two-dimensional accountability matrix, the author
expanded the model to include a pluralistic perspective of accountability. His stated goal
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was to develop a new type of model that will enable college leaders to manage what he
terms "an increasingly complex institutional accountability environment . . . with
demands based on explicit or implicit standards . . . presented by a variety of
stakeholders" (2003, pg. 299). Incorporating Christensen's value network along with
definitions from Vaughan's philosophy on the role and mission of two-year colleges, the
resulting model was offered as an example of how college presidents and academic
leaders should incorporate the college's mission, culture, and history into the
accountability plan for an institution.
In one of the few available studies that actually focuses on the perspectives of
college and university leaders, researchers Freed and Klugman (1997) investigated
institutions of higher education in a two-part national study with the goal of determining
whether or not quality concepts were really being practiced. As an outgrowth of the
Total Quality Management movement from the late 1980s and early 1990s, the study was
designed to determine whether or not quality principles had been effective in addressing
. current environmental challenges from the perspective of those most intimately involved,
the academic officers and administrators working with quality practices within the
institutions. Phase one of the project involved a national survey desi gned to help identify
potential participants for focus group interviews in the second phase. As a result of their
study, the authors were able to identify both barriers to continuous improvement as well
as positive culture change within a variety of institutions, which they stated could be
directly linked to the quality initiatives that had been introduced within the college or
university.
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As researchers investigated accountability from a variety of approaches utilizing
diverse populations, the public debate related to accountability escalated during the
1990s. Taking a slightly different approach in addressing the questions related to the
"elements necessary for proper accountability" in higher education, the Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation established a panel of three distinguished experts to begin a year long
study (Graham, Lyman, & Trow, 1995, pg. ii). Citing the current unprecedented levels
of discontent with higher education, the resulting essay criticizes the complexity and
redundancy of the current accreditation system as the primary determining agency for
accountability and recommends a new system that is based within each individual
institution. The authors go on to urge the establishment of five fundamental principles of
accountability they state to be essential to improving the quality of higher education:
1. External accountability must reinforce internal accountability.
2. Do no harm.
3. Respect diversity.
4. Academic responsibility is central.
5. Accountability is a forward-looking responsibility. (p.22-23)
Studying the fifteen states comprising the Southern Regional Education Board
(SREB), Bogue, Creech, and Folger (1993) completed one of the more comprehensive
reviews of state policy related to accountability and effectiveness. According to their
findings, all of the states included in the study were moving towards the development of
new accountability measures and focusing on educational performance and outcomes. In
twelve of the fifteen states studied, the legislators had adopted bills related to
accountability in the preceding five years. Once again, Tennessee earned praise for its
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pioneering efforts at tying a portion of the appropriations designated for post-secondary
education to the institution's performance. The authors concluded that during the early
1 990s, state based policy shifted towards:
* The assessment of educational performance and outcomes;
* The development of new higher education accountability measures;
* The improvement of management and educational productivity;
* The refocus and revision of campus missions and the reallocation of resources
from lower to higher priority programs (pg. 3).
As evidenced by the number of reports now available, one by one the states have
adopted new criteria and performance measures for public institutions in an attempt to
demonstrate accountability to stakeholders. Two recent examples are from the states of
New Jersey and South Carolina. New Jersey's report from the New Jersey Commission
on Higher Education alludes to accountability in its title, "The S ixth Annual Systemwide
Accountability Repo rt, " and commences with the statement: "The New Jersey
Commission on Higher Education, the Presidents' Council, and the boards of trustees of
the colleges and universities in the state share a strong commitment to accountability."
(2002, pg. 1 ) The report is designed to report assessment measures and present data
related to identified accountability measures for all the public institutions and is
published annually as a reporting mechanism to all stakeholders. The importance of
higher education to the state's economy and to the future of its citizens is highlighted in
the report:
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Higher education in New Jersey is central to the future of the state, expanding
opportunities for all its citizens, supporting economic growth, building
community and civic commitment, and addressing critical societal needs. (pg. 3)
Similarly, in the Annual Accountability Report from the South Carolina Commission on
Higher Education:
The South Carolina Commission on Higher Education will promote quality and
efficiency in the state system of higher education with the goal of fostering
economic growth and human development in South Carolina. The Commission's
values include the importance of quality higher education, the accessibility of this
education to the citizens of the state, and the accountability of the institutions to
their students and the General Assembly. (2002, pg. I)
The most recently published national reports related to accountability have been
framed by the National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education. Designed as
state-by-state reports in a grade card format, the Center proclaims: "Our goal in issuing
these report cards is to assist states in improving higher education opportunity and
effectiveness" (2002, pg. 1). The initial report, Measuring Up 2000, challenged states to
raise it performance and provided a comparison grading system in five categories:
preparation, participation, affordability, completion, and benefits. The sixth category,
learning, offered the greatest challenge and the most disappointment to key stakeholders
since the Center determined that all fifty states were lacking in assessment and
accountability measures to the point that no grades were awarded to any state -- only an
incomplete. While there were improvements noted by the reviewers in several categories
during the two year time period between the first and second report, the most startlingly
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result was in the category of learning. Again in 2002 as in 2000, each of the fifty states
earned an incomplete grade for assessment and accountability measures related to
learning outcomes in Measuring Up 2002. Not surprisingly, this national report did little
to satisfy the public's outcries against higher education, which had been repeatedly
accused of avoiding accountability measures and criticized for not being able to answer
questions related to the quality of learning occurring within its walls.
Summary
Clearly, through the review, it is apparent that accountability has emerged over
the past two decades as a premier policy within higher education. Existing accountability
policy has been both externally driven by state mandate and internally driven by higher
educational leaders. Numerous expressions of accountability currently exist including
accreditation, auditing, performance indicators, and initiatives such as performance based
funding. From the literature, it is evident that state after state has adopted some form of
reporting related to accountability. However, external stakeholders continue to clamor
for institutions to be ·accountable for the resources they consume and have begun to pose
questions challenging the leaders of higher education.
Yet, very little research exists that examines accountability from the perspective
of those individuals who are responsible for implementing accountability measures and
for reporting the results of those measures. From the review, it is also apparent how little
is known about accountability from the perspective of those most intimately involved
with current accountability policies and practices - the leaders of our colleges and
�i��rsities. How do our c<?llege and university presidents define account�bility? What
evidences do they consider acceptable to demonstrate accountability to the various
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stakeholders? Little is known about their perspectives on the meaning, evidences, and
effectiveness of current accountability policies and programs, since research has not been
undertaken that focuses on higher education leaders.
As a result, this study was designed to investigate accountability policies and
programs from the perspectives _of college and university presidents and chief academic
officers in one of the richest arenas for study of accountability policy and programs,
Tennessee. This study is one of three qualitative studies designed to examine
accountability from the perspectives of the stakeholders. Two concurrent investigations
focusing on prominent business leaders and current state legislators were undertaken
simultaneously by graduate students at the University of Tennessee in partial fulfillment
of the requirements for the doctoral degree.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODS

The purpose of this study was to describe Tennessee higher education leaders'
perceptions of accountability policies and programs. To explore this issue, the following
research questions were used to frame and guide the study:
1)

What are Tennessee higher education leaders' perceptions of the
meaning of accountability?

2)

What are Tennessee higher education leaders' perceptions of the
effectiveness of Tennessee's higher education accountability policies
and/or programs?

3)

What expectations do Tennessee higher education leaders have for
accountability?

4)

What are considered to be the evidences of accountability as perceived
by Tennessee higher education leaders?

5)

To whom is higher education accountable as perceived by current
presidents and chief academic officers in Tennessee's post-secondary
public institutions?

This chapter provides a description of the methods and procedures that were used in
conducting this study.
Research design
Given that limited information is available about higher education leaders'
perceptions related to accountability, a qualitative method was employed for this study.
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As defined by Mertens, a qualitative method is preferable when the researcher is
attempting to provide an in-depth description of a specific program, practice, or setting
(1998). Similarly, Shank stated that "qualitative research is a systematic empirical
inquiry into meaning" as researcher.s struggle to "see the world through the eyes of
others." Furthermore, he defined the goals of qualitative research as "insight,
enlightenment, and illumination" for those who are "searchers and discoverers and
reconcilers of meaning where no meaning has been clearly understood before." (2002,
p.11)
Creswell (1994) defined qualitative research by delineating characteristics of this
mode of inquiry:
1.

Qualitative researchers are concerned primarily with process, rather
than outcomes or products.

2.

Qualitative researchers are interested in meaning - how people make
sense of their lives, experiences, and their structures of the world.

3.

The qualitative researcher is the primary instrument for data collection
and analysis. Data are mediated through this human instrument. . .

4.

Qualitative research involves fieldwork. The researcher physically
goes to the people, setting, site, or institution to observe or record
behavior in its natural setting.

5.

Qualitative research is descriptive in that the researcher is interested in
process, meaning, and understanding gained through words. . .

6.

The process of qualitative research is inductive in the researcher builds
abstractions, concepts, hypotheses, and theories from details. (p.145)
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Since the researcher sought to explore accountability from the perspective of the
study participants and obtain a rich, detailed description of their perceptions as outlined
in the research questions, in-depth semi-structured interviews were chosen as the most
appropriate design for this study. Even though a quantitative method might have allowed
for the researcher to include a larger population of higher education administrators, the
research would not have afforded the opportunity to obtain the rich, detailed data desired.
As Mertens (1998) recommended, a qualitative design is well suited when the "intent is
to understand and describe an event from the point of view of the participant" (pg. 169).
In addition, a qualitative design involving interviews is suggested when the study
includes a group of individuals dealing with an issue that the researcher cannot directly
observe and wishes to understand the participants' thoughts and feelings as related to the
concept being studied (Merriam, 1998). Therefore, a qualitative approach allowed the
researcher to gain insight into the complex phenomenon of accountability in context
through extensive descriptions and analysis (Mertens, 1998) from the perceptions of
higher education leaders.
Population
While selecting a probability sample from the population of all college and
university presidents and chief academic officers might have been preferable, financial
constraints and issues of access and process dictated a more limited study. Tennessee
was selected as the site for the study based on its ri�h history of accountability policies
and ease of access for the researcher. Therefore, the population for the study included
fifteen participants from public institutions within Tennessee - three university
presidents, three community college presidents, five university provosts or chief
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academ ic officers, and four com m unity college vice presidents of academ ics. The
participants represented six institutions; at each institution both the president and chief
academ ic officer were interviewed. Although the study was originally designed to
include twelve participants, two from each institution, three additional participants were
included as the study progressed to ensure inclusion of all key adm inistrators at the six
higher educational institutions. Two of the additional participants were included based
upon recom m endations by the respective president either during the scheduling of the
interview or during the interview session. The third additional candidate was added due
to a change in leadership at one com m unity college during the period of data collection.
Consequently, both the retiring and interim chief academ ic officer were interviewed from
that particular institution.
A purposeful sam ple of six institutions of higher education was selected with the
assistance of key inform ant, Dr. E. Grady Bogue, Professor at the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville. Institutions were selected based on longevity of service of the
presidents and chief academ ic officers and also to ensure that both four-year and two
year public institutions were included in the sam ple. The six institutions com prising the
sam ple included: the University of Tennessee, Knoxville; East Tennessee State
University; the University of Mem phis; Colum bia State Com m unity College; Jackson
State Com m unity College; and Cleveland State Com m unity College.
Procedure
Based upon Creswell's (2002) recom m endations for sem i-structured interviews,
the researcher developed an interview protocol, which was reviewed by two academ ic
consultants as well as a research analyst at a local university. The interview protocol was
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composed of questions specifically derived from the research questions guiding the study
and was revised and edited following the consultations and expert review. As
recommended by Creswell's interview guidelines (2002), the researcher developed a
matrix to systematically correlate the interview questions with the research questions in
an effort to ensure adequate data collection during the interviewing process.
Upon completion of the interview protocol, the researcher applied for permission
to begin the study. Permission was obtained from the University of Tennessee Institution
Review Board prior to contacting any of the participants in the study. Following
approval of the research project by the Review Board, the researcher traveled to a
neighboring state to field test the interview protocol at a public community college. Over
a period of two days the researcher interviewed two volunteer administrators at the
selected site. These individuals agreed to assist the researcher by simulating the actual
interviewing process and also provided insightful feedback to the researcher related to the
protocol. Following the field testing, the researcher made additional revisions to the
protocol and reformulated the interview questions by elimination of one question the
respondents described as redundant. Also, the researcher added a second, more specific
question related to effectiveness of current accountability policy in an effort to refine the
participants' responses and gain additional insights into the participants' perspectives
about effectiveness in order to answer the second research question.
Following consultation with the key informant and a review of the revised
protocol and questions, the researcher proceeded to contact the potential participants via a
letter of introduction seeking their permission for inclusion in the study (Appendix A).
Within two weeks following the letter of introduction, each participant was contacted via
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telephone to schedule the in-depth, semi-structured interview. The selected candidates
were given the opportunity to participate in the study or decline if they so desired.
Participation in the study was strictly voluntary; the researcher contacted each participant
personally by phone to schedule the interview session. Participants were given the
opportunity to ask questions related to the study during the scheduling call.
At the beginning of the scheduled interview session, the participants were
provided with a description of the project and asked to sign an informed consent form
(Appendix B).

Interview sessions were scheduled at the participant's convenience

based on their preference and availability; participants were allowed to select the date and
time of the interview session. Prior to beginning the actual interview, participants were
given the opportunity to ask questions related to the study and research process.
All interviews sessions were conducted by the researcher and followed the
interview protocol in the manner recommended by Shank (2002). In an attempt to build
rapport with each participant, the researcher engaged in casual conversation at the
beginning of each session. Even though the researcher's intent was for the interview to be
conversational in nature, the researcher guided the focus of the interview in order to
obtain the desired information (Yin, 1 994;) by using both the open-ended and closed
ended questions on the protocol. While desiring to gain the rich detailed descriptions
only available during in-depth interviewing, the researcher also recognized the time
constraints of higher education leaders' schedules and was respectful of each
participant's time.
The interview protocol (Appendix C) was composed of eight open-ended
questions in conjunction with four prescribed probes of both open-ended and closed-
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ended questions to solicit detailed descriptions not freely offered in response to the initial
questions as recommended by Creswell (2002). The interviews required an interaction
time of fifty to sixty minutes and were completed in one setting with each participant.
Only two interviews were interrupted by an outside party while in session. Both
interruptions occurred when participants were called away from the interview to receive
telephone calls, which resulted in a short five to ten minute delay before the interview
was continued.
The interview sessions occurred over a three month period from June
through August 2004. Based upon Shank's (2002) preference for interviewing in a
setting familiar to the interviewee, the researcher traveled to each participant's campus
for the one-on-one interview session. The researcher allowed the participant to select the
setting for the interview in an effort to enhance the participant's comfort level. All
interviews were conducted in the personal office or conference room area of the
participant
Data sources
Based on the assumption that the presidents and chief academic officers are the
best source of information about their perceptions and experiences with accountability
policies and programs, the data was collected by means of intensive, one-on-one, semi
structured interviews. This provided the researcher with the opportunity to gain rich,
detailed descriptions of the phenomenon and to delve into the thoughts, feelings, and
intentions of the participants in ways that would not be accessible with an alternate
methodology (Merriam, 1 998).
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At the outset of the scheduled session, the researcher fully disclosed relevant
information as recommended by Taylor and Bogdan (1984), including intent of the
researcher, purposes of the study, and protections for the participants. The participants'
identities have been protected via a coding system developed by the researcher.
However, since the limited geographical sampling area is a prohibitive factor in
reassuring the participants of anonymity; this limitation was disclosed to each participant
at the beginning of the interview session.
Interviews were audiotaped via a tape recording device provided by the
researcher. Upon completion of each interview, the audiotapes were sent directly to a
professional transcriptionist who agreed to provide verbatim transcriptions for fiscal
compensation based on services rendered. Additionally, the transcriptionist agreed to .
sign a confidentiality statement (Appendix D).
Upon completion of the study, all records including audiotapes of the interviews
will be kept in a locked file cabinet in the key informant's office in the Claxton Education
Building at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Access to the files will be limited to
the researcher and key informant. The records and audiotapes will be kept on file for one
year following successful defense of the dissertation, at which time all documents related
to the study will be destroyed.
Data analysis
As Creswell (2002) contends, there is no single way to analyze qualitative data.
However, both Creswell (1994, 2002) and Merriam (1998) recommend that data analysis
occur simultaneously with the data collection process. Unquestionably, this study has
produced voluminous amounts of information from the participants. The researcher
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utilized the qualitative data analysis procedures as described by Creswell (1994, 2002) as
well as those delineated by researchers Coffey and Atkinson (1996).
The transcriptions produced from the interviews were carefully reviewed and
thoroughly read prior to beginning the coding process. Each interview has been
subjected to individual analysis using a coding schema as suggested by Creswell (2002)
and also by using the coding organizing principles that Coffey and Atkinson (1996)
describe. Coffey and Atkinson's analytical strategies using successive decisions about
the data via a data reduction methodology have been employed to organize the data by
appropriate codes into two to three levels of generality as defined by the data not by the
researcher. The codes were inductively derived, and major themes developed from the
data in an attempt to answer the research questions and formulate an in-depth
understanding of the concept being studied.
To facilitate the process of data analysis, the researcher also used a qualitative
computer program, Non-numerical Unstructured Data Indexing, Systematizing, and
Theorizing (NUD*IST 6.0). This particular program was selected based upon its features
designed to assist with thorough exploration and rigorous analysis of the data with
onscreen coding available to the researcher.
Upon completion of the coding process, the researcher employed the interrogation
techniques recommended by Coffey and Atkinson (1996) to generate meaning from the
data. Additionally, the researcher utilized a data display as recommended by Huberman
and Miles (1994) generated by using a spreadsheet design and completed by hand. No
single strategy was employed to code and analyze the data. As Coffey and Atkinson state,
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the researcher's goal should be to generate "themes that facilitate comparative thinking
and exploration" not a prescriptive methodology or cookbook approach (1994, pg. 51).
From the spreadsheet developed during the data reduction process, the researcher
was able to utilize the research questions to thematically sort the data. This process was
done by hand on spreadsheets developed by the researcher in an effort to go beyond a
summary approach (Coffey and Atkinson, 1996) and to ensure inclusion of all
participants' perspectives.
Researcher's role
As Creswell states, "qualitative research is interpretative research . . . as such, the
biases, values, and judgment of the researcher become stated explicitly in the research
report" (1994, p.147). In this study, the researcher served as the primary instrument for
gathering and analyzing the data, the "primary measuring instrument" (Gall & Gall,
1994, p. 554). Because the study design involved semi-structured interviews, the
researcher was intimately involved with the participants. In recognition of various
possible ethical dilemmas that could ensue within the data collection and data analysis
portions of the study, the researcher attempted to identify any personal biases,
assumptions, or beliefs related to the topic prior to the study and to the participants'
responses during the interviewing sessions.
Based upon the possible effects of reactivity as a bias, the researcher asked
questions of herself during the interviews of whether or not the participants were
responding truthfully or providing answers that they believed might assist the research
project. In an effort to decrease reactivity, the researcher informed each participant at the
onset of the interview session that her goal was for the participants to provide their
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personal views and insights into their own experiences with accountability policies and

programs. To encourage an honest presentation of information and forthright opinions,
the participants were assured that confidentiality would be maintained to the highest level
possible. If the participant asked for a particular comment to be "off the record," the
researcher complied and discontinued the recording. Only one incident occurred during
which the participant requested that the taping be discontinued for a brief period.
The researcher recognized and acknowledged the "obligation to respect the
rights, needs, values, and desires of the informants" (Creswell, 1994, p. 165). The
researcher made every effort to protect the rights of the participants prior to and during
the interviewing sessions. During the interviewing sessions, the researcher maintained a
professional demeanor and attempted to minimize reactions to the interviewee's
comments. In addition, the researcher used a numerical system for identification of the
participants and has kept the transcripts in a secure location during the data analysis and
writing of the report.
The researcher is currently employed as an academic officer within the public
higher education system in Tennessee and acknowledges that her position may contribute
to a preconceived personal perception of accountability. As a part of the researcher's
current position, she works with performance funding criteria and both regional and
specialized accrediting agencies, and therefore, has personal experience with several
types of accountability policies discussed by the participants. However, the researcher's
employment history has contributed to very limited contact with the study' s participants
prior to the study. The researcher held no prior knowledge of the participants'
perceptions of accountability policies and programs.
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Validity and reliability
Similar to Merriam's definition of reality in qualitative research as
multidimensional and ever-changing ( 1 998), the researcher acknowledges that the reality
for this study was defined by the interviewees as well as the perspective of the researcher.
Inherent in a study design using interviews as the primary data collection method, the
researcher made the assumption that the participants shared their perspectives and points
of view as reality, and these perspectives were a reasonable representation of what the
participants believed to be true.
While cognizant of the assumptions inherent in an exploratory design utilizing
interviews as the data collection method, the researcher employed strategies to enhance
internal validity. The primary method of validation was an external audit by a peer
researcher. Additionally, the researcher also attempted to lessen the threats to validity by
identifying personal assumptions and biases prior to the data collection process and also
by developing an interview protocol that would uncover the perspectives, opinions, and
ideas of the participants with the use of open-ended questions to the greatest degree
possible while simultaneously attempting to focus the interview as needed to gain the
desired information related to the topic of study.
Primarily due to the geographical boundaries set by the researcher and the number
of participants selected through purposeful sampling, the findings are limited to those
participants within their current settings. The researcher attempted to enhance external
validity by providing rich, detailed descriptions of the data collection and data analysis
procedures to enable the readers of the final report to determine appropriateness of fit to
other settings (Merriam, 1 998). Although it might be difficult for a researcher to
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duplicate the exact conditions of the study, the methodology utilized could be replicated
in alternate settings.
Deferring to the inherent problems associated with studying a constantly changing
environment with human participants, the researcher enhanced the reliability of the study
by providing a comprehensive audit trail. Study results include a delineated explanation
of the data collection methodology, coding and data analysis processes, and a thorough
discussion of data interpretations.
The study' s findings are presented in Chapter IV. Transcripts from the interviews
were thoroughly reviewed and analyzed to discover the leaders' perspectives related to
the meaning, evidences, and effectiveness of accountability. A summary of the findings
along with the investigator's conclusions and recommendations for further study are
presented in Chapter V.

CHAPTER IV
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FINDINGS
Overview
The purpose of this study was to describe Tennessee higher education leaders'
perceptions of accountability policies and programs. In-depth, one-on-one interviews
were conducted with fifteen participants, presidents and chief academic officers from six
public universities and community colleges. The research questions guiding this study
were:
1.

What are the Tennessee higher education leaders' perceptions of the
meaning of accountability?

2.

What are the Tennessee higher education leaders' perceptions of the
effectiveness of Tennessee's higher education accountability policies
and/or programs?

3.

What expectations do Tennessee's higher education leaders have for
accountability?

4.

What are considered to be the evidences of accountability as perceived
by Tennessee higher education leaders?

5.

To whom is higher education accountable as perceived by current
presidents and chief academic officers in Tennessee's post-secondary
public institutions?
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This chapter details the findings of the study as derived from the analysis of the data.
Significant findings including quotations from the participants are presented in relation to
the research questions.
Research question # 1
1. What are the Tennessee higher education leaders' perceptions of the meaning of
accountability?

In order to answer this question, each participant was asked the question: "What
does it mean for higher education to be accountable?" This question was posed as the
opening query in the protocol in an attempt to set the tone for the interview and to
encourage critical thinking about accountability as it relates to higher education from the
participant's perspective.
All the participants responded to the question and offered their definitions for
accountability. The majority offered comments linking accountability to the financial
resources consumed by public institutions. Similarly, the majority also mentioned the
stakeholders to whom higher education is accountable in their responses. As one
participant defined accountability, "It is fiduciary responsibility to insure that colleges
function in accordance with their mission and in accordance with the best public
interest."
Another offered:
We must be accountable in terms of dollars and cents . . . spending t�e public's
dollars in the very best way possible . . . also in spending donor dollars . . . must
be good stewards of monies and resources at all levels.
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A third respondent described accountability as: "We are accountable to the taxpayers,
citizens of Tennessee to use their dollars effectively, efficiently, and prudently."
Similarly, a fourth also included fiscal responsibility in his definition of accountability by
stating: "Accountability is using the resources well and not requiring more resources
than you need to do the job . . . efficiently." This leader concurred with the other
administrators that accountability is tied to fiscal soundness:
We need to be accountable to the people who supply an awful lot of money . . .
not enough . . . but we need to spend their money in decent, honest, effective and
efficient ways . . . we must be on the up and up with regard to what we teach and
how we spend our money.
One theme readily apparent in several of the responses was that of delivering on a
promise to multiple stakeholder groups such as students, the community, employers or
others. This particular participant's comments summarized this theme particularly well:
Accountability in higher education means . . . one, we should be held responsible
for delivering on what we promise the people of Tennessee and that is that we
will enroll qualified students; we will provide them with quality education
through quality faculty members; and we will do everything we can to insure . . .
the students progress through and graduate and become responsible, productive
citizens. That to me is the first responsibility; that's the first definition of
accountability.
In the recent past, the Tennessee higher education system has experienced several
incidents of reportedly questionable behavior on the part of university and college
presidents that have been published in the popular press. While offering their
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perspectives, six of the participants made specific reference to these incidents and
discussed the impact of misbehaviors on the entire system of leadership. Defining the
reported behaviors as a lack of personal accountability, more than one respondent
discussed the consequences for all higher education leaders that have resulted from the
incidents including policy changes that have occurred over the past year in an effort to
ensure greater accountability in the president's office of public institutions.
Interestingly, these participants included remarks about personal accountability and the
impact of administrators' attitude towards accountability on the institution in responding
to this question and to other questions as well. More than one participant conveyed
strong feelings about what they termed as a lack of accountability on the part of higher
education leaders. As an example, this participant mentioned the recent events in
defining accountability as it relates to individuals in leadership roles:
I look to people being accountable, and so my definition is . . . you are good
stewards of public funds, that is who creates the institution, public funding.
Accountability means . . . the need to be constantly learning and improving, and
learning from our successes, learning from our failures . . . being accountable
means you have integrity. It means you do things honestly . . . being accountable
means faculty holding their colleagues accountable. Policies help guide you, but
they are not what really make accountability happen . . . I think principles guide
you, values, integrity, honesty - all those things are guideposts to accountability,
and. policies just tell you how it should be. We're accountable to each other . . .
always ask - did I do the right thing?
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While there was some variance in wording among the responses to the first
question, there was not a significant difference in the responses by the presidents as
compared to the chief academic officers. No divergent theme emerged from either group
when the responses were divided by type of position. However, there was a noticeable
difference in accountability perspectives between the four-year and two-year leaders.
The most significant variance related to the institutional mission as described by the
participants. For example, one four-year officer offered this response:
For higher education to be accountable, it must both be aware of and address
expectations and ambitions of the state for higher education needs. Those needs
include instruction, research, and service and the different weighting of those
roles differ by level of institution, differ in some parts of region and state.
Another four-year leader also mentioned the research and service activities included in
the university's mission statement as needing to be fiscally sound and of high quality in
order for the institution and leaders to be accountable to those they serve.
In contrast, more than one-half of the two-year officers interviewed mentioned
accountability as it relates to the marketplace in terms of skills and placement. One
leader of a community college stated, "In higher education we produce a product that can
go into the job market and with limited training have the knowledge and wherewithal to
meet the need of employers."
Similarly, a second two-year leader remarked, "We must address the needs of
our stakeholders and be accountable to the communities we serve. (Accountability is)
being responsible for how graduates perform in their competencies and soft skills." This
particular participant continued on to describe an encounter with a recent graduate in
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their place of employment and how accountability is linked to preparation of graduates so
they are "ready to enter the workforce" with acceptable skills as defined by the employer.
In this circumstance, the administrator was not particularly pleased with the graduate's
performance and expressed feelings of personal responsibility for the lack of
communication skills observed during interactions with the graduate.
Research question #2
2. What are the Tennessee higher education leaders' perceptions of the
effectiveness of Tennessee's higher education accountability policies and/or
programs?

Each participant was asked two questions related to their perceptions of
effectiveness. First, they were asked to share their perceptions of the current
accountability programs/policies. This was followed by a more specific question that
queried whether or not they believed the current policies and/or programs are effective.
A probe of why or why not was used if the participant did not elaborate on their answer.
The findings for this question are reported based on the particular policies and programs
discussed by the participants.
Performance Funding
The accountability program mentioned most frequently by the participants and
receiving the greatest number of comments during the interview sessions was
performance funding. All fifteen of the participants named performance funding when
delineating current accountability programs, and several included remarks related to their
long-term experience with the program now in its third decade within the higher
education system. While the comments about the effectiveness of the program varied,
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only two interviewees stated that the program was effective in its current form while the
majority described various issues they had with the program.
One of the common themes from those respondents critical of the program was
that of insufficient funding. For example, a leader offered these perspectives on the
program:
I think that performance funding is incredibly weak . . . all of us have learned
how to play the game . . . the state subsidy that comes as a result of whatever few
points you may get or not get is not significant enough to really make us do what
we ought to be doing. The dollars are not significant enough to cause any real
changes.
A second leader concurred stating:
Our performance funding is interesting in this state. We do what we have to do to
ensure that we get the performance funding that we need as an institution . . . so
you just do what you have to do. Is there any enthusiasm for it? On my part, not
much . . . I don't see any real return.
Another described performance funding as "outdated" and remarked that the program
"needs work" in order to enhance its effectiveness in terms of demonstrating
accountability. Yet another described the program as "artificial" and went on to state:
I filled out a questionnaire about performance funding . . . and along with
apparently everybody else in the state said that it really doesn't make a difference
at the institutional level. It is something you put on top of everything else that
you're doing, and I think that it particularly bothersome for small institutions who
have limited personnel.
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One participant was particularly critical of the current measures involved in performance
funding and shared these concerns:
I'm accountable to the students here, community or whatever to guarantee that
my product is a good product. If you look at the performance funding criteria
right now -graduation rate, well, if I had no standards and could graduate 80% have they learned anything? Well, I don't know that . . . I had 'X' number
graduate. Yeah, graduation is important; it is a measure, but what does it really
measure? . . . cause if you're handing them a piece of paper that's not worth the
diploma or degree, it's not worth the paper it's written on.
Another participant added criticisms about the current accountability measures included
in performance funding such as placement and graduation rates as well as accreditation of
programs.
Some things that our accountability measures have made us stronger, and yet I
think there are some things that they haven't any effect on us whatsoever. You
know, I'm not sure that counting noses at graduation makes sense . . . but its one
of our measures. In terms of performance funding, well, how may of your
students have been placed in jobs related to their occupation? If they're a nursing
grad, that's a pretty easy thing to identify. But if they're in computer science, oh
yeah, we all play that game, and I think its kind of a bogus measure.
A third participant was also critical of the current criteria within the performance
funding program and remarked on how limiting it was as currently defined. As an
illustration, the leader offered these words:
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I think the accountability should be drawn in total and not selecting one of these
measures such as our exit exams or passage rates or graduation rates . . . to try and
draw too many conclusions from it. And that's part of the problem that I've had
with some of the performance funding measures that we're using. For instance,
we use the assessment of general education as one of the measures in performance
funding. Well, there is whole section in there on world civilization. World
civilization is not on our general education curriculum_ at (college named.) Our
students don't do very well, believe it or not, in those areas. There's just too
many goofy things like that that don't make sense . . . it was a good start . . . I
mean there are so many loopholes in it.
More than one leader made negative comments about the data collection and
reporting aspect of the program. An administrator shared this synopsis of personal
experiences with performance funding:
In some instances we have accountability that counts the nuts and bolts on the
assembly line but doesn't do it very well. That's sort of just the numerical count
and doesn't take into account the quality or context and those kinds of things.
You know a bolt . . . has to function properly but . . . are we building a better bolt?
So I think we do pretty well at counting and accounting for the nuts and bolts . . .
but that doesn't measure very much or it doesn't help the whole enterprise move
along sufficiently . . . all you've done is again, counted the nuts and bolts and not
looked at the car that you drive off the assembly line.
This participant went on to make further comment about the amount of testing required
for the program in order to gather the necessary data based on current criteria:
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Let me give you an example . . . if students are trying to learn, and they only have
fifteen class periods of so many minutes each to learn and yet the professor
spends one-third of the time testing them on what they're supposed to learn the
opportunity to teach has been lost for one-third of that time. Now should they be
tested? Yes. Should we be held accountable for what they're learned? Yes. But
if accounting for the core services we deliver takes up more time or continues to
consume more time than the concern would become, that we've gone overboard.
One participant's perspective was unique in comparison to the rest of the
population perhaps due to a self-reported longevity in the system and having been in an
administrative role when performance funding was introduced across the state. In
contrast to many of the participants who held policymakers such as the governing board
responsible for the difficulties involved in implementing and administering the
performance funding program, this leader held the institution responsible for ensuring the
program's success. Based upon personal experience w�th the program, the participant
offered this insight:
Tennessee was the first place in the country to put in performance funding . . . and
as a concept is still as imaginative and charming and wonderful as it was in the
1970s, but operationally, it's really no better now than it was then, because we
don't have the instrumentation that we need. We don't have the willingness on
the part of the institutions to do it right . . . and because in some cases of what we
do, more cases than we�d like to think of, we really don't know what we're doing.
Performance funding is a good example of Tennessee having had an
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accountability measure in effect for a long, long, long, time, but it ain't all it's
cracked up to be.
In contrast to the multiple negative comments heard and the various criticisms
recorded, one leader heralded Tennessee "as a leader in a number of accountability
metrics and described the performance funding policy as an example of that success." A
second also praised the efforts in Tennessee in terms of accountability policy and
program and made positive remarks about performance funding including:
Well, I like it. I mean there's no question, you know it, the bottom line is that it
brings in extra money for the institution. Tennessee is the first to have that type
of funding. It's there for a very good reason and that's to enhance performance
particularly in areas that don't necessarily go through accreditation processes.
This same administrator also commented on the success of the institution in securing a
high score on performance funding for the past four years, which enabled the leader to
add "significant dollars" to the operating budget as a result.
One participant expressed mixed feelings about the program highlighting
concerns about current measures utilized within the criteria while heralding the positive
aspects of having a continued focus on accountability due to the fact that participation in
the program is mandatory. The leader shared these comments:
You can pick on individual parts of it, and I don't like the part about the state
goals. Still the fact that we have those requirements does force us to make
measurements that we probably, in many cases, would not do, and so even though
they might not be the most perfect measures, I think there is value in the fact that
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we are forced to do something on a consistent basis over . . . a long period of time
. . . they could be more effective than they are.
Audits
The second most frequently mentioned accountability measure was audits.
Various types including federal and state financial audits as well as program audits were
mentioned by all of the presidents and the majority of the academic officers. In terms of
effectiveness, the interviewees were in general agreement about the necessity of financial
audits. However, the population was divided as to the effectiveness of academic and
program audits with more negative than positive comments about the current state
guidelines related to audits. Participants commonly interchanged the terms "audit" and
"review" when discussing this type of accountability program or policy.
Interestingly, three of the presidents interviewed mentioned the "presidential
audits" recently implemented within the state. Evidently, the new auditing procedure has
been put in place due to the recent events within the state in which more than one
president has been accused of less than desirable financial practices. As described by one
participant:
There is one particular nuance unique to Tennessee when it comes to
accountability that everyone in the state refers to as 'X philosophy' (named the
ex-president currently under investigation within the state system for
inappropriate fiscal practices) . . . because there was an abuse of power by a
particular chief executive of a higher education institution within our state, the
concomitant overview process is in a state of flux. How that shakes out, I don't
know.
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Another participant praised the new auditing procedures and remarked:
First of all, it ought to be easy. When I say that, I 'm not trying to make it sound
trite ...but if the president is doing his or her job well and following all the laws
and policies of the land, there ought to be no findings .. . it should be a fairly
straightforward process that will validate the president's office, which is the type
of office on the campus leading the way in being accountable and doing the right
thing.
While there were a few negative remarks about the number of audits and reports
required and the amount of resources such as personnel time consumed by the various
auditing policies and procedures, there seemed to be a general consensus that the audits
were "just part of doing business" in public institutions. As one president stated the
financial auditing seems to "run very well . . . because we have a clear set of identified
rules by which we function."
In contrast, the audits related to academic programs generated diverse opinions
with a number of disparaging perspectives about the current system required by the
governing boards for program review. Both leaders interviewed from one institution
commented on their dissatisfaction with the validity of the state requirements for program
audits and discussed their academic leaders' attempts to strengthen the process by
developing criteria and guidelines unique to their institution. During the previous
summer, college administrators had spent several weeks reviewing all academic
programs, an action spurred by recent budget reductions. As described by one of the
leaders, the process necessitated "weeks of work" but enabled the college to scrutinize
programs for possible downsizing or elimination after a thorough and systematic review.
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Leaders at another institution also reported recent revisions in their institutional
program review/audit policy due to difficulties encountered during reviews of programs
identified by the governing board as having insufficient enrollment. Recently, the
governing board issued a mandate that programs with less than a designated number of
graduates be reviewed annually for possible dissolution or suspension. As described by
the participant:
The TBR program review is a waste of time. It doesn't get at anything real . . .
we have a two-level program review, and I think it would be much more likely to
provide meaningful results. I would not go so far to say that we implement it
perfectly, however. We still have a ways to go on implementation. We do use it
in making decisions about hiring faculty, about maintaining programs, about
allocating resources to programs.
Accreditation
Historically, accreditation by regional and specialized accrediting agencies has
been viewed as the premier type of accountability, but accrediting agencies have recently
found themselves under fire from a number of sources. Not surprisingly, the responses
related to the effectiveness of accrediting agencies were divided with the preponderance
of positive comments directed to the recent changes in accreditation requirements by the
regional accrediting body.
Regional accreditation
�ince regional accreditation is required for public two and four-year institutions
within the state, all of the higher education leaders interviewed represented institutions
accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. The interviewees
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offered reflections based on their personal experiences with the regional accrediting
group. In addition, a small percentage of the interviewees mentioned that they currently
serve as site evaluators for the regional accrediting agency.
Recent changes within the SACS accreditation process seem to have caught the
administrators' attention and spurred numerous comments about the anticipated impact of
the revised criteria required for re-affirmation. The majority of comments were optimist
in tone especially those about the criteria related to the new quality effectiveness
planning requirements. By coincidence, two of the institutions represented by study
participants are currently preparing for a visit by the regional accrediting group within the
next year. One administrator intimately involved in the new SACS quality effectiveness
process made this comment:
The SACS reaffirmation we're going through right now is kind of different and
interesting. We're doing the accountability stuff, and it's fairly routine and all on
the Web. What really intrigues me though is the quality enhancement plan that
we have to generate, and I'm more interested in that because I'd rather see that
we're doing something that's not just assessing inputs and outputs, but rather says
that this as an institution is what we're going to try to do to improve . . . so much
of it is mindless counting, and I'm not much good at that . . . don't like it.
A second concurred and offered:
I like very much the direction that SACS is going with the accounting. I like the
idea that they have put the bean counting into a context so that it take less
institutional time and energy, and the institutional energy then is spent on doing
something that will make the institution better . . . (you can) make whatever
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recommendations you need to make without the entire institution being totally
tom up and involved in something that's already past history.
A third added praise for what he termed the new "forward-thinking" focus of the criteria:
I think they will be good changes because I think they will focus the institution
much more on the future as opposed to just looking at what they've done in the
past . ..and I think it will move them to looking at things that will make a
difference as opposed to just, you know, do we have this policy in place?
While there were numerous observations made about the positive changes
anticipated in the regional accrediting criteria, there were also a few concerns expressed
about the nature of accreditation. One criticism included:
There are big schools and small schools and church schools and public schools
and privately owned schools in all different shapes and sizes and colors ...
SACS is a membership, an allegedly volunteer membership .. .because there are
800 voluntary members of this association, they can't really as an association be
in the business of throwing people out and therefore their standards have to be
pretty minimized . ..what SACS really can do and other organizations like it is
try to edge people along without the real threat of throwing them out ...and
that's hard to do, but it is doable.
Another gave a detailed personal exemplification of past encounters with the regional
group and shared:
I really have some serious questions about the way SACS approaches
accreditation. SACS has always been a recalcitrant partner in accreditation, not a
proactive but a reactive partner, and I'm just not impressed . . . SACS is not the
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best of the regional accrediting agencies in my view . . . one of the toughest to
work with. With SACS there is a different philosophy (in comparison to other
groups named) and it's kinda like . . . a punitive thing . . . like you're hiding
something and we're gonna find it..
Specialized accreditation
Mentioned with similar frequency as the regional accrediting agency, specialized
accrediting groups were the target of a number of critical comments including those in
which the participants questioned the usefulness and overall effectiveness of the process.
Two major themes emerged: one, concern for the amount of resources consumed in
complying with requirements by specialized groups and the potentially negative impact
on academic programs without a specialized group; and two, the ever-increasing number
of specialized agencies appearing on the horizon. More than one participant reminded ·
the researcher that the governing board requires colleges and universities to acquire
specialized accreditation if a recognized accrediting body exists for a particular program.
Therefore, seeking and successful achieving professional or specialized accreditation of
specified programs is not optional at any of the participants' institutions. As a case in
point, a leader stated:
Some of them . . . have begun to focus on what are students . . . learning well at
the institution· which has the program, and those that focus on that are really
helping the institution. Some of the accrediting bodies are focusing on resources
and the demands for the resources are certainly outpacing some of . . . what we
can get and the expectations that we can provide them with a snap of the finger is
somewhat unrealistic. So, those bodies are going a disservice to the institution.
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Another offered this analogy:
The professional accreditors are basically like medieval guilds. Their job is to try
to move forward the profession they accredit. Some of them do it one way, and
some do it another way. Some have, you know, velvet gloves on top of iron fists,
and some don't bother with the gloves. But they are not trying to make the
institution better. Okay? When the (specialized group) looks at (our program) to
accredit it, they really don't care whether that program is part of a crappy
university or a really good one. Often times, they use their power to further the
profession in a bad way . . . the professional accreditors have this giant anvil that
they are holding over your head because if you are not accredited, you are out of
business, period.
One participant took a dissimilar view of the lobbying efforts of specialized accrediting
agencies:
When you look at accreditation programs in general . . . they can be helpful to the
institution if they tell us things that are realistic that we need to do to make a
better program. We understand that the accrediting agencies are here to lobby for
their own groups, and you know that . . . but sometimes you get some very good
help. In that you know, there are things you need to do, and it does not hurt to
have an external agency telling you that . . . puts a little pressure on the institution.
Nevertheless, the same administrator went on to discuss and criticize the number of
specialized groups that a college or university currently has to deal with in order to
satisfy current state requirements. The leader offered these comments:
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I have some concern about specialized accreditation teams . . . I'm not the only
one. You find a lot of academic administrators worry a lot about specialized
accreditations. So, (named a specialized agency), for instance was here last year.
That's a very specialized accreditation. Um, do we need it? I'm not sure we do . .
. we worry a lot about specialized accreditation and want to reduce that, instead
they're increasing . . . and so, you're accrediting everything under the sun. It's
enormously time consuming. It's costly, and what are we going to get out it? I'd
abolish a lot of the specialized accreditations.
Report Cards
TBR report cards were mentioned by over one-half of the participants but given
little credibility in terms of accountability. As described by one leader:
They do the report card and of course, we have lots of discussion about what's
legitimate to put in the report card and what's not. I think they do try to make
some comparisons . . . they're not real good comparisons . . . It's difficult to break
the data down and present it as sound bites . . . you can jump to conclusions that
aren't realistic.
Report cards were also not favored by a second leader who conveyed strong
feelings about mandated accountability policies that do not result in improvement for the
institution or program:
When I talk about accountability measures being effective, I mean they are
measures that you can use to improve . . . I don't think report cards are effective
because . . . when you look at the report card that it has been distilled down and
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it's so generalized that . . . it doesn' t give you anything that you can use to
improve your individual programs.
A third interviewee was especially critical of the report cards and other similar types of
measures labeling them "gimmicks" and describing them as "a passing fad that would
fade in time."
Other programs, policies, and measures
A variety of other indicators related to accountability were mentioned during the
interviews either in conjunction with performance funding criteria, accreditation
standards, or as individual measures. These measures include:

•

graduation rates

•

placement rates

•

standardized testing

•

general education testing

•

satisfaction surveys

•

licensing exams

•

evaluations by students and graduates

•

transfer rates to senior institutions

•

transfer rates to professional or graduate programs

•

enrolled student surveys

•

employer surveys
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Recent policy changes
In addition to the traditional types of accountability policies and long-term
programs such as performance funding, participants also related concerns about some
newer policies currently being implemented in the state system. As recently as this past
fall semester, all TBR institutions were mandated to implement a system-wide common
calendar for two-year and four-year institutions. One participant raised the question of
how overall effectiveness of the newer measures will be determined:
Let me give you an example of what I don't think is attractive . . . the common
academic calendar. That was supposedly a movement towards getting a more
transparent or more seamless process for students to move among institutions and
all that stuff. Okay, so that's said and done. Now are we accountable for that
happening? If we're really accountable, did we meet our goal doing an academic
common calendar? If we didn't achieve our goal, was that a good policy? Who is
accountable for the calendar? If you are really accountable . . . there is a loop you
have to close on it. And I don't see the policies in Tennessee closing loops.
Additionally, reduction of academic credit hours was mentioned by three
administrators as an example of recent policy changes being implemented by the state
governing board in an effort to enhance accountability. Embedded within the responses
about the new accountability policies were numerous comments about difficulties and
pressures encountered in dealing with stakeholder groups in the state. As one participant
summed up personal feelings about the recent accountability policy changes:
Now the downside . . . I think our accountability (in Tennessee) is increasing . . .
(based on personal experience in more than one state). . . our accountability is
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really quite adequate, but there is a political agenda going on that will have more
impact.
Research question #3
3. What expectations do Tennessee's higher leaders have for accountability?

All of the participants were asked about their expectations for higher education
accountability during the interview sessions. Many of the respondents referred to the
various programs that had been previously discussed in terms of whether or not the
program met their expectations. In addition to the comments related to the current
policies and programs as reported under the second research question, two major themes
emerged from the responses to the question about expectations.
Evidences should be made public
An intriguing aspect of accountability reporting surfaced from the responses to
this question. More than participant stated that they would like to see the outcomes of
accountability measures be made public and for the reporting to be ongoing and
presented in terms that all stakeholders might understand whether it be the legislators,
governing boards, or the public-at-large. As an example, one participant's response to
the question about expectations included these comments:
Well, I think they should take all these measures that we talked about and make
them public. I mean keep continually open about what their admissions
requirements are and what their students do. Give people information they need
to measure what they think the quality of your institution is. I think openness is
the critical thing. Of course, we do more than that we try to highlight those things
that we think put us in the best light, and I think that's appropriate as well.
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From a higher education leader at a different institution, a similar comment was
offered:
I'm a real believer that particularly in a public institution that your records ought
to be totally open . . . the meetings need to be very open and if John Q. Public
says well, are you spending your dollars wisely? . . . You can show 'em the
books.
While agreeing that higher education must be able to demonstrate accountability
and should make the evidences public, one leader made a salient point about the
complexity of producing evidences in terms that the public can easily understand:
Well, I think that's the real danger and part of it is we academics make things so
complicated because we always explore all the ifs, ands, and buts . . . That's sort
of the trap that we're in because the public just wants a real simple, clear,
simplistic way of looking at things, and education is just not that simplistic, but
then we got so balled up in trying to explain the ifs, ands, and buts that we get the
message so muttled that nobody gets it . . . I do think in Tennessee that the public
has a far too simplistic view of education. I don't know how we demonstrate that
we're accountable in such a way that the public believes it.
Balance with community needs
Accountability related to meeting the community's needs for graduates and
services was expressed in various ways. While all of the leaders made reference to the
community-at-large in terms of being accountable, several gave specific illustrations of
how they ensure accountability as it relates to the needs of their service area. One leader
gave an example of being accountable while balancing the growing need within the local
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community for skilled professionals with the needs of students in being able to progress
through an academic program in a timely fashion:
The academic side needs to be accountable. If you have 150 new students coming
into your nursing program annually, when you bring them in . . . are they gonna
be able to get the courses they need? And if the answer is no, then why are you
bringing in 150 rather than 100 or 120? We had to adjust our nursing programs
because we had pre-nursing majors, and they would come in but they couldn't get
. . . the clinical rotations they needed at the right time because we had more
students than we had clinical sites.
Another agreed that the academic programs should reflect community needs and
remarked that the institution's curriculum should be "in sync with the community needs
and expectations." To determine whether or not institutions are meeting community
needs, leaders recommended a diversity of measures including surveying employers,
meeting with community and business leaders, and hosting focus groups with external
stakeholders in addition to the traditional satisfaction surveys.
As with the definitions of accountability, a slight difference was detected in the
number of two-year leaders commenting that accountability for them means meeting area
employers' expectations and preparing graduates to assume roles in the profession they
have studied. For instance, a two-year leader offered this explanation:
Why should someone come to X institution and spend a couple of years taking
these series of classes? What's the purpose of that? So, you need to really be
able to demonstrate that student has successfully completed on if they are a
transfer student or successfully gotten a job if they are in a career program. If
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someone comes here and says I want to work in information technology and they
spend two or three years getting an associate' s degree in IT and then· they go to
work at (local fast food establishment), I'm not sure that we really accomplished
what we promised we would accomplish. So, for me accountability is, does that
person in fact, are they able to go ahead and do that which their goal was?
Another offered an unexpected rejoinder when asked about expectations for
accountability:
I think we ought to give guarantees. If we pass you, and you can't pass your exit
exam, we will prescribe which courses you get to repeat for free. And if we don't
pass you, then we have no liability. Therefore, we will be very serious with what
it is that we're trying to teach and the degree or extent to which the student
learned it . . . and if the student learned, we've done our job. I don't want it said .
. . they've got a degree from our institution and they cannot do basic math or they
cannot function in a technological world, why in the world do we graduate them?
Research question #4
4. What are considered to be the evidences of accountability as perceived by
Tennessee higher education leaders?

During the interviews, this question more than any of the others seemed to
provoke thoughtful reflection by the participants. Typically, the respondents readily
answered earlier questions, but frequently the interviewee would pause before answering
this particular question. In addition, this question generated a number of comments about
the perceived difficulties in the Tennessee system in terms of generating acceptable
evidences related to accountability. More than one leader discussed the complexities
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involved in providing evidences that will satisfy the large number of stakeholders
clamoring for higher education to be accountable. As one interviewee stated when
speaking about meeting the demands of the various stakeholders, "they all want different
things."
One participant gave an especially descriptive synopsis of the current
environment within the state system and the pressures the leader believes are placed on
higher education administrators as a result:
I think that there are certain kinds of metrics that emerge in the state's vision for
itself that really creates expectations to which we have to respond . . . part of the
problem is that Tennessee, historically, has had a kind of schizophrenia. We can
think about not educating enough people; that is the access issue. Or we can think
about not educating people well enough; that is the quality issue. But we can
never think about those two things at the same time. It is sequential and
consequently you move from one . . . to the other. And the whole result of that is
you then end up if you suddenly open the flood gates for access with some
initiatives . . . and then you turn to the quality things and then you automatically
turn back, and you say, 'Oh, my God what do we do?' . . . It's very difficult . . .
that schizophrenia creates a cyclic cycle of changing expectations.
The most prevalent theme from the responses related to evidences was that of
the need to enlist multiple types of measures when determining effectiveness of the
institution. All of the participants clearly articulated the need for multiple measures of
accountability; none stated that accountability should be demonstrated by a single
measure. In fact, all respondents argued for a comprehensive system of programs, which
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would demonstrate accountability that could be understood by both internal and external
stakeholders. As described by this participant:
You can't ad hoc (accountability). You can't pick random examples of success.
You've got to have a data collection mechanism that pulls together information
that shows you are really making progress in gaining research grants, in building
your endowment, in graduating students, in improving the qualities of your
entering students, making sure they do well on the license exams and all . . . you
gotta prove you are accountable by having evidence and by having data that
shows how much progress you're making against where you were internally and
where you say you want to be and then you gotta have benchmarks . . . how you
compare to a number of institutions . . . how are we stacking up nationally?
Another agreed stating that despite the problems inherent in most accountability systems,
that one "should never make judgments based on one measure alone."
While the majority mentioned various programs presently being utilized as being
acceptable in terms of e·vidences to be offered to stakeholders, 75% of the participants
raised the question about whether or not higher education is effectively measuring student
learning. Interestingly, while the majority of participants definitively declared that
determination of individual student learning was a necessity in terms of accountability,
they also asserted that assessing learning was a quagmire for most institutio�s. Upon
analysis, a greater number of participants raised questions about how to effectively
determine student learning than offered definite answers about how this expectation can
be met.
The current dilemma as described by one officer:
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In my judgment, you have to do two things. One, I think you have to know what
effect has education had on a student, which is a very hard thing to measure. I
think the other thing that's very difficult is to determine what is it that the students
are trying to accomplish when they arrive here. I think determining adequate
accountability measures (for learning) in education is very, very difficult . . . we
need to determine what is it as an output that that students need to know and do
before they're going to be a graduate at this institution . . . those outcome
measures become really important.
One leader was especially critical of the lack of evidences that graduates have
received the quality of education institutions should be providing to every enrollee. If
higher education was "doing its job," then it should be apparent in the behaviors of our
student and graduates in terms of citizenship. As this leader stated:
I believe in . . . direct accountability. I worry a lot about the level, the low level
of political participation amongst our graduates. I worry that society is not being
well served, and so we are accountable for preparing students for good quality
civic leadership and citizenship. I don't think we're doing worth a flip to be
honest with you.
Research question #5
5. To whom is higher education accountable as perceived by current presidents and
chief academic officers in Tennessee's post-secondary public institutions?

In order to answer this research question, a specific query was developed as part
of the interview protocol in an effort to gain each respondent's perceptions about the
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issue of accountability as it relates to stakeholders. The question posed was, "To whom
is higher education accountable?"
While all participants responded to this query, the majority also mentioned
various stakeholders during responses to alternate questions. Although a variety of
answers were provided, the one group of individuals mentioned by all fifteen participants
was students. As an example, one participant commented that higher education was
accountable "ultimately first and foremost to the students." The leader continued that
administrators and faculty must constantly ask whether or not the students' needs are
being met.
Another concurred with this comment:
It is our students . . . they're our primary constituency to whom we provide a
service. It is not the sole constituency. There are actually multiple constituencies,
but the students are the primary ones. And I think we meet our expectations by
helping them be successful in those realms of service that are within our role and
scope.
The second most frequent response was that of the state's citizens or the public
at-large illustrated by a participant who quickly responded, "We are accountable to the
people of Tennessee." Another agreed and elaborated:
We belong to the people . . . and are accountable to a lot of different masters it
turns out. We are accountable to the citizens of the state, the taxpayers of the
state, and their elected representatives . . . to the federal government for research
and grants . . . to the consumers, parents, and community. . . and to ourselves.
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Continuing on, the same leader offered a perspective about the sense of belonging to the
people and being accountable to them offering a most interesting comment about the
relationship between higher education and the public it serves:
Accountability is spiritual . . . it's a subtle dance, however increasingly, the public
has been invited inside higher education . . . We have a dance that goes on I think
with this state particularly . . . and maybe with the federal government . . . as a
result there is a kind of pressure which makes for good practice, good common
practice . . . we are here to shape young lives.
None of the interviewees limited their response to a singular group; all responses
included a variety of stakeholders. One participant provided an encompassing answer:
First, we have to be accountable to ourselves. I think we have to know who we
are and what we are in order to know how to be accountable for ourselves . . . to
our stakeholders, to the communities we serve, our legislators and elected
officials who are our public funding source, our foundations and our donors. I
think whoever we would consider our major stakeholders, anyone who provides
financial support, the nine counties of our service area, students and their families,
K-1 2 schools in our communities, all local officials, all profit and nonprofit
organizations we work with, economic councils, and the chambers of commerce.
While there was general consensus among the interviewees related to
accountability to students, the public or more specifically, citizens of TN, there was not
agreement about the level or type of accountability that higher education should have to
the legislature. Although the majority of participants mentioned the legislature as one of
the groups to whom higher education should be accountable, there were also a few
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comments that hinted at some difficulty in the relationship between leaders of higher
education and elected officials. For example, one respondent answered the question by
stating, "Legislators; parents, students; public . . . but we need to focus less and less on
legislature as they give us less and less dollars."
Another respondent commenting about the fluctuating relationship with
Tennessee legislature remarked, "The legislature gives us dollars and says we are giving
you X dollars - are we getting our money's worth?"
A third leader also talked about the relationship with the legislature and offered
this explanation:
We are held accountable . . . I think determining adequate accountability
measures in education is very, very difficult. It's real easy when you're a
legislator. It's not so easy when you're looking at who it is that we're trying to
serve, the difference in students, what they have come to us to do and the various
motivations that they have when they arrive here. Change is only going to happen
when we get the folks out of the discussion who are in there for political reasons
and get the people who want to roll up their sleeves and get at the real problems in
accountability.
Confirming that higher education is accountable to the state elected officials but
also hinting at a change in the relationship related to accountability between higher
education and the legislature, one participant remarked:
In any environment there will always be differences of views in the legislative
process and state governance process through . . . the Tennessee Board of
Regents. In past years, the legislature has not particularly adequately funded
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higher education . . . but has left the governance of those institutions to TBR. I'm
starting to see a trend where that is changing. This year there was a tremendous
amount of legislative arm-twisting if you will, that we should for example hold
our tuition at a 7% rate increase. Well, what that means, what the implication of
that is, is that it has to do with the whole question of accountability . . . we have
had separate laws enacted over the last 5 years that mandate better articulation . . .
that mandate certain ways in which institutions can spend money and other kinds
of issues that heretofore had not been in the purview of the legislative process.
In agreement with this perceived change in relationship between higher education and
state legislators, a leader from a different institution stated:
I think there is going to be a major war, I really do, between state elected officials
and higher education officials with regards to publicly funded institutions and this
state support, state assisted issue . . . and how much legislators get into the
knickers of higher education officials in setting tuition rates, capping tuition rates
when we keep having to increase them because our state funding is drying up.
While several of the leaders alluded to the difficulties involved in maintaining a
relationship with elected officials and satisfying their demands for accountability, there
were also comments offered about the complexity of the relationship between higher
education and the general public. Even though the leaders freely expressed their desire to
be accountable to the taxpayer by various methods, several proffered comments related to
the dilemmas inherent in conveying data that the public can easily comprehend such that
· their questions are answered. One leader expressed the challenge with these comments:
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I think it's very hard for people inside the academy to explain to people outside
the academy what we do, who we are, how we spend our time, how we spend our
students' time, how we spend people's money. Very, very hard. (Education). . .
is a kind of mystical society . . . And I don't know how to explain to people any
better than we have done.
Another group frequently mentioned either in response to this question or when
discussing the various programs currently in place was that of accreditors. Both regional
and specialized accrediting agencies were specified by a majority of the participants as a
group to whom higher education is accountable.
Recommendations
Prior to closing the interview, each participant was asked to offer
recommendations for improving the current accountability policies and programs.
Participants varied in the number of comments and details they offered, but all had
recommendations for change. Earlier in the interview session, several suggested changes
or revisions to the policies as they discussed answers to questions on effectiveness or
evidences of accountability. All participants alluded to changes they felt would be
beneficial either in the manner current programs were structured or in the type of
programs they were required to implement in their respective institutions.
Changes within current programs and policies
As one might anticipate from the reported findings, the largest number of
recommendations for change related to performance funding. While no participant
endorsed a discontinuation of the current program, the majority conveyed the need for
restructuring especially in the area of criteria used to determine scores. For instance,
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these comments were offered by a two-year leader who felt community colleges were
unfairly judged in the present system, "Performance funding needs tweaking . . . I think
we' re doing a lot of performance funding comparisons on inadequate data." When asked
to elaborate, the participant responded:
One would be graduates . . . and placements. Another one . . . is a burning issue
across this country with community college is measuring our success based on
completions, graduation completions. Because of the nature and mission of our
community colleges . . . the person that walks in the door nine times out of ten is
here for not getting a degree . . . just for other purposes . . . and so when they walk
in the door and declare themselves, you know, affiliated with the program, then
automatically we put them on a degree track and expect a degreed product to
come out the other end, which was not their intent at all when they entered.
Really irks me . . . for the fact we've taken 500 students, and we don't put out 450
associate degreed people in two years is absolute nonsense.
A second theme identified in the recommendations related to changing the
comparison groups for both two-year and four-year institutions. As one respondent
stated:
That's another thing that problematic within this system. It's the same-size-fits
all. No matter which college you are and unfortunately, one-size-fits-all for all
nineteen colleges and universities in many cases.
A concern related to inequities in groups currently being utilized for comparison was
expressed by another participant who stated that accountability must be tied to the
institution's mission in order to be effective. Unfortunately in Tennessee, the current
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system does not allow for the type of distinction that one of the higher education leaders
would prefer as noted:
Our clientele would be needing different things depending on where we're
located. Individuals who walk in the door . . . want to take courses for whatever
reason. We do not have the mission of a four-year regional university, and we
need some separate treatments in the way we do business and are held
accountable . . . the Board of Regents is such a large system with different types
of entities, the technology centers, the community colleges, the four-year research
institution, and five other regional universities. So, having a board be able to
understand sufficiently the nuances of those types of institutions is problematic in
itself.
New accountability programs
At present, governing boards within the Tennessee higher education system are
currently sponsoring several committees composed of higher education leaders to explore
alternative types of accountability programs. Unknown to the researcher prior to the
interviews, three of the study participants are currently serving on a task force
spearheaded by THEC with the reported purpose of investigating, selecting, and piloting
at least two new accountability programs. One of the programs, a cost study model, was
mentioned by a number of participants. Discussion is ongoing, and participants
expressed optimism that several pilots would be implemented in the near future. One
academic officer cited personal experiences investigating two states' work in cost study
modeling currently being reviewed and shared this insight:
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One of the things we've been talking about is how to sort of predict what
questions the public, various publics will ask and how you respond to that using
cost study data . . . you look at class size, you look at faculty productivity . . . you
look at context.
Another participant describing work on the task force reviewing current
accountability programs shared information based on recent communications with the
governing board about anticipated changes:
I think we are actually doing the right thing (speaking of change) . . . we're
looking at what is it we're trying to accomplish, what do we need to know, which
areas seems to have worked, which ones did not work and in what order of
importance are they . . . and that process is ongoing.
Strengthening oversight
A third theme, albeit unexpected, from the interviews was the perceived need for
additional oversight by the governing boards related to accountability policies and
programs. Three of the participants mentioned that they believed the governing board
needed to be more involved in ongoing accountability practices. One leader offered this
summary:
I'm recommending the boards and higher education commissions become more
engaged in reviewing what we do and not in a negative way but saying, 'Here's
what you told us you were going to do, we've approved budgets to do this . . .
higher education commission has recommended appropriations to do this, now
what . . . what have you done?'
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Concurring that expanded oversight might be beneficial, a second leader recommended
oversight by the college's board as_ well as the governing board be strengthened but
warned that governing boards should not begin micromanaging higher education
institutions.
Changing how current policies are viewed/used
Not all of the recommendations offered pertained to restructuring programs or
creating new ones. A number of the leaders interviewed shared concerns related to
involvement of their institution as a whole in accountability practices. Of particular
concern was the perceived lack of involvement by the faculty within the leaders'
institutions. Expectedly, the academic officers were more expressive than the presidents
about the faculty's involvement in accountability measures. Most of the comments
focused on their concerns about the obstacles encountered when attempting to implement
outcome measures. As one leader pointed out:
I think that probably we could do a better job . . . at internalizing the results of
those measures than we do . . . (speaking of faculty) I've met with them, and I've
put the data up there . . . I've said here is what we need to do . . . they sort of
shrugged and go about their business because they're more interested in their
individual classes than they are the educational program as a whole. So far, I've
not managed to get any real buy-in.
A second academic officer expressed similar concerns when dealing with
integrating assessment measures into the curriculum in order to ensure quality and
accountability. Speaking as a member of the faculty in terms of dealing with the
determination of learning outcomes, the leader commented:
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We are a very substantial group of people that don' t quite know how to do that,
and so can you make them accountable for something they don' t know? On the
other hand, you can make them accountable for not learning it. We don't teach
them what a learning outcome is. We don't teach them to assess outcomes, and
then twenty-five years later we're telling them . . . oh guy, you didn' t learn that?
Is that nuts? We are trying to move faculty to a place that we never taught them
to be, and it is very hot water in a lot of places as a result.
Summary
Spoken eloquently by one leader:
I do think that accountability is an important thing, and I think that we do. need to
be accountable. We can quibble all we want about how we need to be
accountable, but I don't think the question of needing to be accountable, I don' t
think that's a question. I think that' s a given, and the only questions then are how
do we demonstrate that we are accountable.
Clearly, the higher education leaders interviewed feel a personal responsibility for
the implementation and administration of accountability policies and practices. No matter
. their concerns about the criteria, standards, or other details involved in carrying out
external or internal accountability practices, it was resoundingly clear that accountability
policy is an integral factor in the daily lives of these men and women.
Secondly, the leaders interviewed distinctly pronounced a personal convi ction to
lead by example in terms of accountability. Clearly, these presidents and academic
officers were dismayed by the recent occurrences within the state of questionable
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behavior on the part of more than one president and expressed the desire to demonstrate
integrity and honesty within their leadership roles.
A summary of the findings as well as the investigator's conclusions along with
recommendation for future study will be presented in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER V
IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Overview of the study
Public colleges and universities "have a basic obligation to answer to the public
authority - to government officials and boards of trustees, as well as to the students and
their families, the media and general public" (AFT, 2000, pg.2). College leaders must
assume responsibility for explaining their successes and failures and how well they do in
achieving their objectives in a language that stakeholders can understand. This demand
for accountability has escalated over the past decade and as a result, states are
implementing measures to hold institutions and their leaders accountable. However, little
is known about what higher education leaders think about the push for accountability
from the growing number of stakeholders who claim a vested interest in either the
educational process or use of public resources. Questions are unanswered as to the
effectiveness of accountability programs from the perspectives of those most intimately
involved in the implementation of the current policies and programs. This study
examined accountability from the perspective of the leaders within the public education
arena in Tennessee, a state heralded as a leader in accountability programs.
The purpose of this study was to describe Tennessee higher education leaders'
perceptions of accountability polices and programs. Five research questions framed and
guided the study:
1.

What are the Tennessee higher education leaders' perceptions of the
meaning of accountability?
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2.

What are the Tennessee higher education leaders' perceptions of the
effectiveness of Tennessee's higher education accountability policies
and/or programs?

3.

What expectations do Tennessee's higher leaders have for
accountability?

4.

What are considered to be the evidences of accountability as perceived
by Tennessee higher education leaders?

5.

To whom is higher education accountable as perceived by current
presidents and chief academic officers in Tennessee's post-secondary
public institutions?

Fifteen higher education leaders from six public community colleges and
universities within Tennessee were purposefully selected for this study. Each leader was
interviewed in an intensive one-on-one session following an interview protocol during
June, July, and August 2004. Interviews were audiotaped, and the verbatim
transcriptions were carefully analyzed in search of answers to the identified research
questions. The following is a summary of the findings to the five research questions.
1. What are the Tennessee higher education leaders' perceptions of the
meaning of accountability?

The primary concept in defining accountability as reported by the leaders was that
of fiscal responsibility by ensuring the best possible use of the taxpayer dollars in
delivering quality educational programs. Terms such as efficiency and effectiveness
were commonly used to describe the institutional operations as a demonstration of
accountability to the various stakeholders groups Not only must the leaders be
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fiscally sound in their management practices, but also they must deliver an everincreasing number of services and programs with limited resources as they serve a
growing number of students.
Secondly, the leaders focused their answers about the meaning of accountability
as it related to the outcomes of the educational experience for the students enrolled in
their institutions. Frequently, the participants displayed emotion in their responses as
they discussed students and repeatedly stated that students must be the priority of the
institution. According to the administrators, students should expect a quality
education from qualified faculty in a curriculum plan designed to prepare them either
for further study in a profession or ready for the job market with competent skills.
Also, the leaders articulated the accountability for those graduates' performance not
only in their chosen discipline but also in terms of citizenship and civic responsibility.
Finally, it was quite apparent that higher education leaders value personal
accountability and express their desire to be viewed as role models in terms of values
and ethics within their institution. Citing recent events within the state as examples of
leaders lacking accountability for their actions, the leaders were quick to describe the
responsibilities and behaviors they believe leaders ought to exhibit in their
professional practice.
2. · what are the Tennessee higher education leaders' perceptions of the
effectiveness of Tennessee's higher education accountability policies and/or
programs?

Although Tennessee has been described as a pioneer in accountability policies
and programs, the consensus of the participants was that many of the policies need to be
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revisited and revised or updated to more accurately reflect current practice. As an
example, performance funding drew a number of criticisms about the criteria within the
components, the standards for benchmarking, and the limited return for an often
burdensome investment of time and energy. Only a very small number of participants
praised the program in its current form, and one of those acknowledged that his
institution had scored exceptionally well in the program gaining the maximum number of
available funds for the past two years.
Leaders were quite cautious about some of the newer programs that have surfaced
recently within the state including scorecards and/or report cards. The question was
raised repeatedly by the participants of whether or not programs such as these have any
real impact on the institution. Do they change the institution for the better? Do they
really demonstrate accountability to interested parties? If the answer to these questions is
negative, as it is in this case, then leaders preferred to spend their resources on
meaningful assessments that would lead to improvements in a program or in the
institution.
Regional accreditation was accepted as standard practice, and both criticized and
praised in its current form. However, the leaders were optimist about upcoming changes
in the historical format for self-study reporting and effectiveness measures. In contrast,
no words of praise were shared for specialized accreditation agencies. Seen as time
consuming and expensive, the leaders expressed concern that the phenomenon of
specialty accreditation is growing and that resources are too limited at present to meet the
demands of every group that knocks on higher education's door.
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An interesting perspective was that of the leaders who alluded to the need for
accountability to be directed to the future and not focus on counting what has already
occurred. Current data required for a number of accountability programs such as
determination of graduation rates, job placement rates, and other types of similar
measures were described as necessary but should be taken within context to be
meaningful. Linking accountability to the institutional mission was a common theme, but
not necessarily a common practice in current programs. Leaders asserted a desire for their
institutions to be measured by criteria that allows for individualization based on both the
type of institution and its geographical setting.
Excitement exists for the accountability programs currently being investigated
within both the Tennessee system and the regional accrediting agency. Frustrated by .
experiences with current programs, the majority of leaders are optimist that the pilots
being developed for cost study modeling and new effectiveness measures will help to fill
a gap in the current accountability structure. Additionally, the transformation of SACS
standards to include quality effectiveness planning was praised by several leaders who
expressed optimism that the new measures would be more effective and more likely to
bring about change within the institution if implemented as designed.
3. What expectations do Tennessee's higher education leaders have for
accountability?

No participant raised the issue of whether or not he or she should be held
accountable for the institution's performance or for individual performance. Evidently,
accountability is accepted as a certainty in the professional lives of these higher education
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leaders. Nevertheless, they had much to say about the types of policies and programs by
which they desire to be measured.
At points in the interviews, all of the leaders shared positive comments about
certain aspects of the current policies in place. Even those they had the sharpest
criticisms of programs such as performance funding seemed to accept the inevitable need
for data requirements as a means to measure performance. Policies such as fiscal
auditing and reporting seem to be accepted as a matter of doing business in the public
education arena.
The general consensus of the participants seemed to be that the public or
"publics" should have access to understandable information that demonstrates
accountability on the part of a particular program or institution. However, perspectives
related to the level and types of reporting that are publicly shared were quite diverse. If
viewed as a continuum of access, a percentage of the leaders would lobby for totally open
records with daily reporting of data to those on the opposite end of the spectrum in which
information would be released in a more controlled manner than currently occurs.
Disparate viewpoints were also expressed about the most effective methods to address the
issue of providing information that will satisfy the demands of the various stakeholder
groups, but the solution to this ongoing dilemma remains unanswered.
Diverse opinions were also expressed related to the level of oversight needed by
the governing boards in terms of accountability programs. A minority expressed their
belief that boards need to be more involved in the day-to-day practices of the institution
and "keep an eye" on the institution to ensure that accountability measures are ongoing
and results are within acceptable limits. In contrast, approximately the same percentage
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of those interviewed complained about the level of oversight at present and believed
institutions ought to be freer to set their own goals and ·objectives and in tum, receive
greater rewards if goals are achieved.
An expectation of higher education leaders not currently being met is for faculty
in their institutions to be fully· engaged in ongoing accountability practices. Whether or
not faculty have been prepared to assume active roles in assessment specifically
measurement of learning outcomes is debatable, but a keen desire exists for faculty to be
immersed in the types of accountability policies that leaders believe to be necessary now
and in the future.
4. What are considered to be the evidences of accountability as perceived by
Tennessee higher education leaders?

Certainly, some of the current policies and practices offer acceptable evidences.
Leaders agreed that institutional outcomes presently being reported are clear examples
that higher education is being responsible and using taxpayer dollars in an . efficient
manner. The data reporting on measures such as completion rates, job placement rates,
transfer rates to professional programs or higher level programs, and licensure passing
rates were all cited as necessary in terms of demonstrating that the institutions are
meeting the state's objectives for an educated citizenry.
However, leaders are not satisfied with the type of accountability practices
currently in place. The desire to reasonably demonstrate student learning or the effects of
the educational process exists, but the challenge to competently measure and provide
results that are easily comprehended by stakeholders is ongoing. Current accountability
policies and programs are not answering the questions in the arena of student learning,
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and administrators know that certain audiences will not be satisfied until they are able to
offer evidences that clearly demonstrate the levels and types of student learning that
occurs within academe.
5.

To whom is higher education accountable as perceived by current presidents
and chief academic officers in Tennessee's post-secondary public
institutions?

Students are clearly the number one priority of the higher education leaders.
More than one administrator posed the question of whether or not students' needs are
being met. Higher education institutions and their administrators should be accountable
to the students for preparing them to enter the job market or continuing on for further
study and ensure that the process is timely by provision of appropriate curriculum taught
by qualified faculty.
In addition to the students, other groups to which higher education must answer
include legislators, the general public, governing boards, accreditors, and employers.
Meeting the expectations of all groups is an unwieldy task and one that leaders feel may
not be accomplished in the near future. As the demands escalate for higher education to
be increasingly accountable, the leaders convey a feeling of intrusion into academe by the
stakeholders, especially the legislators and the public-at-large. Consequently, the leaders
feel their ability to answer the demands for accountability is limited due to the
interference of the same groups posing the questions about institutional effectiveness.
Administrators also expressed the desire to be accountable to their faculty, staff,
and various employee groups. As the chief administrative officers of their
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institutions, they see themselves as the role models in terms of personal
accountability.
Conclusions
Based on the findings of the study, several major points are apparent:
• Higher education leaders in Tennessee acknowledge that
accountability is an integral aspect of the current environment.
• Leaders confirm that the demand for accountability is expected to
increase in the future and will come from a variety of stakeholders. .
• Current accountability policy and programs in Tennessee are partially
effective in present form. Long-standing programs such as
performance funding and program review need revisiting and possible
revamping to enhance their impact on institutional effectiveness.
• Higher education leaders are seeking new accountability measures and
are optimist about possible upcoming pilot programs as well as
changes in regional accreditation they believe will increase its utility
as an accountability measure.
•

Perceptions exist that key stakeholders such as legislators and the
public-at-large are becoming increasingly difficult to satisfy in terms
of questions related to accountability and are intruding into the
education arena.

• Uncertainty exists on the part of the leaders in how to effectively deal
with measurement of student learning outcomes, but they acknowledge
its importance in determining accountability.
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• Leaders want meaningful accountability policies and programs that
lead to improvement in their institutions without undue use of
resources.
Recommendations
The results of this study suggest a number of recommendations for higher
education and for further research.
Recommendations for higher education
Clearly, higher education leaders desire to be accountable to the multiple
stakeholders they serve. However, the limitations identified in current accountability
policies and programs are not conducive to providing the evidence of accountability
that leaders desire or that stakeholder groups can easily comprehend. Although
explorations of alternate policies are underway, progress is slow and may not satisfy
the stakeholders' desire for answers. Those in higher education must continue to seek
means of demonstrating accountability that produce the preferred results without
consuming an unreasonable amount of resources.
Leaders must also increase the involvement of their faculty in accountability
practices. Despite the limitations of most faculty members' preparation in assessment
and evaluation measures, leaders must uncover means to fully engage faculty in
institutional effectiveness programs. It is apparent that the dilemma of answering
questions related to student learning will not be resolved until the faculty are
participants in the accountability process.
Concerns related to particular programs such as performance funding or
specialized accreditation will not be settled without full involvement of the leaders
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who have valuable insight into the policies and programs. Dialogue has started that
may lead to a revamping of long-standing programs such as performance funding but
much work is yet to be done for both the higher education leaders and the
stakeholders to be satisfied with the outcomes of accountability measures.
Recommendations for future research
Several recommendations for future research can be derived from this study. Due
to the limited population in the study, further investigation with a larger population
would add to the body of knowledge related to leaders' perceptions of accountability
policy. While this project has initiated questions that needed to be asked, there is still
much to be learned from studying leaders' perceptions of current policy. This study
could be replicated with a larger sample and in other geographical areas. Further
investigation in a larger population would enable future researchers to determine if
findings could be generalized to other populations.
Although the study utilized in-depth one-on-one interviews, it might also be
helpful to more fully investigate perceptions related to particular policies. The
participants held a wealth of experience in higher education policy and practice that
could not be fully explored during the single session interviews. Further research is
needed to bring about greater understanding of the leaders' experiences in order to
shape program revisions.
In addition, this study opened the door for recommendations related to
improvements in current policies and programs. Numerous types of accountability
measures were mentioned by the leaders but are yet to be explored including new cost
study models, revisions in quality effectiveness planning, measurement of student
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learning outcomes, and others. While meaningful data was derived from this study,
unanswered questions remain that need to be investigated in order to shape future
policy and process related to accountability.
Quite possibly, case studies could be done of individual institutions and the
impact of accountability policies and programs within that institution. Additional
individuals could be surveyed and interviewed to add to the body of knowledge about
the effectiveness of identified policies by including those involved in implementation
of accountability measures such as those in institutional research, deans and division
chairs, as well as faculty. Following the leaders' perceptions of the need for greater
involvement in accountability practices by the faculty, research is needed to explore
faculty perceptions and understanding of accountability policies and programs.
Summary
This study has provided meaningful data about the perceptions of higher
education leaders in relation to current accountability policies and programs. During
the interview process, leaders offered candid opinions about how they interpret and
implement such policies and how their professional lives are affected by the need to
provide evidences that their institutions are operating in an efficient manner while
providing the highest quality of education to the many students they serve. In
conclusion, this study provides valuable insight into accountability policies and
practices for current and future higher education leaders and for the many publics
with a vested interest in higher education.
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APPENDIX A
Letter of Introduction
Dear Study Participant:
This year will bring unprecedented change to higher education in Tennessee. It
seems that the demands for accountability have never been higher, and we have yet to
realize the impact of further budget reductions, tuition increases, and the new Lottery
Scholarships. Questions are being asked by both internal and external stakeholders about
the resources that we continue to consume in higher education and about our
effectiveness in preparing tomorrow's workforce.
As a doctoral candidate in Educational Administration and Policy Studies at the
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, I am very interested in learning more about your
perceptions of current accountability policies and programs. I am currently examining
the effectiveness of accountability from the perspective of college and university
presidents and chief academic officers as the focus of my dissertation study. Recently,
you received a letter from my faculty advisor, Dr. E. Grady Bogue, introducing the study
and requesting your participation.
Your participation is integral to the success of this project; your experience in
higher education will bring valuable insight into current accountability practices. By
agreeing to be a part of this study, you would be agreeing to a one-hour interview to be
scheduled at your convenience during which you will be asked questions related to
accountability policy and practices. As a participant, you will have the opportunity to
enhance our current understanding of accountability policy, programs, and practice in the
state of Tennessee.
I would ask that you read and complete the attached Informed Consent Form.
You may anticipate a phone call to your office during the week of _____ during
which we will schedule the interview session based on your availability.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions at 865-882-4594 (office,
Roane State Community College) or 865-675-7038 (home). I may also be reached via
email at tanner sj@roanestate.edu. Your participation would be extremely helpful to
the completion of this project; thank you for your support. I look forward to speaking
with you soon.
Sincerely,
Sharon J. Tanner, MSN, RN, Doctoral Candidate
University of Tennessee, Knoxville
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Informed Consent Form
Project Summary
The purpose ofthe study is to describe Tennessee higher education leaders ' perceptions of accountability
policies and programs. A qualitative research design will be utilizedfor this exploratory study; data will be
collected by the primary investigator, Sharon J. Tanner, by semi-structured, in-depth personal interviews. The
participants will include a purposeful sampling ofpublic college and university presidents and chiefacademic
officers from across Tennessee.
You are invited to participate in this research study. You have been identified as a key participant based
upon your experience with accountability policies and programs with the assistance of the project advisor, Dr. E.
Grady Bogue. A minimum oftwelve participants will be included in this investigation. This study is being
conducted as one ofthree projects investigating accountability policies from the perspectives ofcommunity
stakeholders, state legislators, and higher education leaders. This particular study is being conducted_as the
doctoral dissertation project ofthe primary investigator.
Benefits and Risks
There are no foreseeable risks if you choose to participate in this study. Your participation in this study will
provide you the opportunity to share your personal opinions and insights of the accountability policies and programs
in our higher education system. Your participation in this study will benefit higher education by enhancing our
understanding of the effectiveness of accountability measures.
Participation
If you agree to be included in this study, you will be asked to participate in an in-depth interview. The interview is
expected to last approximately fifty to sixty minutes and will be conducted by the primary investigator at a time and
location of your choosing. The interview will be audiotaped and transcribed by a professional transcriptionist.
Your identity will be protected and kept confidential throughout the study and in the final reporting of the study.
Only the primary investigator will have access to the audiotapes, transcripts, consent forms, and other project
materials. The transcripts will be kept in a secure and locked location within the department of Educational
Administration and Policy Studies at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Audiotapes will be destroyed by the
primary investigator immediately upon completion of the transcripts; transcripts and consent forms will be
destroyed after a period of three years.
Your participation is strictly voluntary. You may decline to participate or withdraw from participation at
any point in the study without penalty. If you withdraw during the study, your audiotapes, transcripts, consent
forms, or any other materials will be returned to you.
If you have questions or experience any adverse effects due to your participation in this study, please do
not hesitate to contact the primary investigator, Sharon J. Tanner at Roane State Community College at 865-8824594 or during evening hours at 865-675-7038. If you have questions about your rights as a research participant,
please contact the University of Tennessee Office of Research at 865-974-3466.
Consent
I have read and understand the above information and agree to participate in this study.

Participant Name (please print)
Participant Signature

Date
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APPENDIX C
Interview Protocol
Time

Questions

Res Question

5 mins

Introduction/ Review of purpose and protocol

5 mins

1 . What does it mean for higher education to be
accountable?

#1

5 mins

2. What is your perception of the current accountability
programs/policies?

#2

5 mins

3. Do you believe the current policies/program are effective?
(Probe: Why or why not?)

#2

4. What are your expectations for higher education
accountability?

#3

1 0 mins

5 . What do you consider the evidence of accountability
in higher education?
(Probe: Please describe your personal experience with
current practices. )

#4

5-1 0 mins

6. To whom is higher education accountable?
(Probes: To whom should higher education be accountable?
and/or: For what should higher education be held
accountable?)

#5

5 mins

7. What recommendations would you have for improving the
current accountability policies and programs?
(Probe: What changes to you foresee?)

#2, #3

5 mins

8. Please feel free to add any comments about accountability
policies or programs.
(Probe: Is there anything that we did not discuss that you
would like to add?)

5- 1 0
mins
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APPENDIX D
CONFIDENTALITY AGREEMENT

Project title: The Effectiveness of Accountability of Higher Education: The Perspectives
of Higher Education Leaders
I, ______________ have agreed to participate in the above named
(ple�e print name)
project by serving as the transcriptionist for the primary investigator. I understand and
agree to keep all information derived during the transcription process completely
confidential. I understand that I am only to speak with the primary investigator, Sharon J.
Tanner, if clarification is needed. I understand that no other person is to have access to
the audiotapes while they are in my possession and that the tapes and transcripts are to be
kept in a secure locked location until they are delivered to the primary investigator.
I understand the conditions of my employment as outlined and agree to maintain total
confidentiality of all materials.

Signature

Date
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VITA

Sharon J. Tanner was born in Knoxville, Tennessee. She moved with her family
as a young child to Wise, Virginia where she lived for several years until returning to
Knoxville to attend high school and college. Graduating from Central High School in
Knoxville, she attended the newly established College of Nursing at the University of
Tennessee in Knoxville. In 1 979, she graduated magna cum laude with a Bachelor' s of
Science in Nursing. After successfully completing the licensure examination, she began
practice as a registered nurse at the University Medical Center.
In 1 980, she moved into the educational setting and began teaching nursing at the
East Tennessee Baptist Hospital School of Nursing while attending the University on a
part-time basis. In 1 985, she graduated with a Master' s in Nursing with a maj or in
Maternal-Child Health and received the Chancellor's Award for Outstanding Professional
Promise.
Ms. Tanner has served as a faculty member and administrator for diploma,
associate, and bachelor' s nursing education and also as in hospital administration for
several years. In 1 997, she joined Roane State Community College as an Associate
Professor and Division Chair of Nursing. In 1 999, she became the Dean of Nursing and
Health Sciences and currently serves in this role.
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